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Dear Life and Comprehensive Members:

Here is your complimentary copy of the 1983
NSTA yearbook; Science Teachinci: A ProfeSSiOn
Speaks. This publication has been selected for you
in fulfillment of one of your membership benefits
because it is a timely reference: We believe that it
will stand as an important document on the status of
science education in our time.

C.2-)

Although this edition will be the first of many
yearbooks to come, we cannot guarantee that they
will be selected from among our NSTA Special Pub-
lications for free distribution to our Life and Com-
prehensive members.

Additional copies of this 1933 yearbook can be
obtained by sending $6. 50. plus $2 for mailing, to
NSTA Publication Sales. You might consider reserv-
ing a copy of the 1984 edition now as well. We will
be happy to bill you next year:

Sincerely,

Bill G. Aldridge
Executive Director
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Pbreulord
This Is for the :\LIt/i)(1.11 SCit'110: TC./cht'r.s A iici,i-

tion t() rtiih,ti k ()IIH .1 of 1\i,'S1'A ve.tr-

books. Hie -,ts ;(-..Vic..\\' of (11(.

111.It II.1 1' Illc flu!t1 ()t
1)1'(:(:et11n 1 s..1111 itISI.111111(:III III till' Will .1S,;(Sti pr01111.111.

1-Ci()R1 current thinking .1.11(.1 outline

etfi it, b ineinbers of the profession who .tre \vorking ti, iinpri).-c It
Lich ir.ii, the .\.sr../ be relea.-iefl to coim tile with our

.intiii.11 meeting, .vhich NrCC1,11 )",.//12e,f,4 SVIIII)OsIl1111 \-.\ ill inVolVe

cditos (1)11c .i tFili,itid cc itil .1[11 0111' .1

te,11 her at precollege level); the atithiir.S...tii,1
\\ Ito \\ kit to respond. ".--,tich a symposium \\ ill provide :in opportun-

It', to learn YL,'hor,,; .111(1.1bout re-,k for the selection of
topics. The Yi_ailio;i:( ankl the sVinpiisittin. then, enable

Aiisochtt ion members to consider and discuss the .st.ittis it their

profession.
. ,s the first edition in our series intkes dem-, I ()82- I()8; fits high:

lighted tor nterK.Insle.tders tit government and industry; is \yell

pro..itc citizens----the troubling condition O science educ.ition in
our country. State giivertiors Live estal)list)ed conimissto t.tsk

tiiri.es to studv, the crisis: st.tte \vin.tkers ,ic ihriiii,i;11 their

Ii.:gisl,iture.s, resoke the pr,,bleins-, in my intchttives iii tilc
(.()II-gic-,, tor tIsC.11 1 tit, H R. 1310 IIICILI(ICCI Si_25 million for

scIence toril of SI 5 million 1E1s been made
available it the :\:.itional Science tot fiscal I()S=), to

11(...;_zin .1 n.ttional effort to restore school sc-tence iii the roSiti()I1 it

'Ilk' I ()"i I begins with char.tcterization of science

es Lied iiii extensi\ e national studies. \\inch \vcre
conductek.1 durin:14 the past ti\i. It 11,1S 1.)(:Cri CSIIM,I[Cd IlLit Y.)

fil();(1 Ntil: funds; Lis f c H spent in precolle,ge

eduLation during the period Pr --198;.) It iS ect

iii .1-crt that thanks to this accuinul.nion of resc.trch, \ve

more .tbout current pracnces iii science cducatiun t11;111 we ever have in

the p.tst 1).trt I of the ).-,///i-fiiii these studies and pre-

sents -.1 brief exposition i,f sorne current efforts \Ouch address the

crisis.
Rirt II Comprises by niciiirkk iii ii hich thiV iiffci

their vic\vs on \Allure science ci.lticitton ciatv bc. These authors

Like on practical the prithlems inherent in the schbid
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setting, curriculum problems, and societal concerns.
The Y c,irr1):c ends wiih dtAitication of a needed national identity

for Sc ionic edltl,tti W.

NSTA's officers expect that science. educators w ill continue. to make
their voices heard and that-as a new volume is added etch Veal- t he

series will evolve into a contemporary profile tit our discipline..
Perhaps the most unportam tuncr!on of any publication is the

stimulation it provides its readers.The success of flits first NV.1
YL./hooi trill he ineasurc.cl by the dialogue that it occasions; and,
presumably, sonic issues that it evokes will he coirsiclerd in future
yearbooks of this series.

I would like to congrattilate. the editors of this first volume, Faith K.
Brown and I)avid P. Butts, for their accomplishment. Of course, the
Yearbook -;dvisory Board :issumcd a huge task in establishing the
book's pin. arranging for aitthors. and preparing the hook for publi-"
cation. The first is ,ti' ayS [ he must difficult with no models to
follow, the task of securing funds. and adjustments of all sorts in order
to meet deadlines. I would also like to-acknowledge the contributions
of Bill fi. Aldridg. 1`..STA executi\ c director. I ain sure the entire.
membersllip as well is the larger science education community join
me in saving,co all who coniribuicd. dune:" Preparation for the
second installment in th,_ series is already 1.111(.111.W.IV:

symposium will he an important feature at N.;TA s IQS,t National
Convention in Boston: We can :inticipate provocative new ideas and
issues, and grist for future yearbooks.

16 6(1 t
19s I



Preface
In 198 (ding is in trouble. 1/1 a recent St Li& ut more than 1,000

rlassrooms,(;oodlarl found them rhara,erized by one quality: monot-
()mt.. I he. sources of the. monotony lie. not in what Selli)l)111114 lyretill hut_
\v hat it does not have. It lacks

effort to help pupils achieve
teacher interest and cooperation
expect:ition for virtu:illy any cognitive. di mind
pupils' active participationand involvement in the learning pro

cess t that is, they sit, listen, and receive while the teacher talks)
exploration or interaction or the excitement of discover\

The rule for teachers seems to be: know whom sot are to stuff with
tactS; ~iliac HUM; and thellSee i f they were stuffed. CUM /Wad concluded
that Sell( Wilg is essentially paced according to the lowest common
denominators; with competency exit exams designed to n:eastne only
these lowest denominators.

As retlected in science and mathematics opportunities, in schools,
his conclusions find \vide support. Student performance in science and
mathematics continues to slide downward. Qualif ied teachers at e
LliSarrear1111.! rapidly. And for those teachers who do work to involve
students in the joy, excitement.; and intellectual pow yr of science and
mathem,itics,. the curricular options are carefully controlled by a text-
book mrlustry whisk) delivers only those products that guarantee
high profit. ;\ !though of all the NV:dk.11.S kno \\ledge has
been produced since l',4)-7), the textbooks that sell are those that reflect
pre-1,90, scientific know ledgc.

Lan or should we listen to our critics!' As one- critic has facetiously
Ili lied:

Nacre i, svillCthiny ru)silk ,gaintd In one -ra-
ce, like all (totl's reatur },chose iti this \vrm,:iiicc
nttcr cr,tRik,mk, of ones conduit ( albeit in,rghtko that are n.,t alwav,
rriR icied by friends. Lay aku unt:olira:tze self esteem. I lim wotiltlve
kito\1/4 the ru.t,t4tuttitle o; our (wl, worth Wiri-rtir SOMCM..!
attaLkiiatz, icy

cm ignore critics while continuum, to di) what we liar. r: been
doing. It has been said that if the authorities in charge of rcrrain
schoolS had been iti cli;t,i4e of our space program today we would have
the world'S largest Sling shot.) Or tee can act with dispatch.

I11
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lin any troubled situation, two tlltesttOns lr -always helpful: What
are the problems? What should be dOnc.ibout them? School science is
in (rouble. Searching ton the prbblems behind this trotible .0 the
most desirable solutions must began with professional science cdoca-
tors' actively defining these problems. The essence of any problem's
siiliitiiiii resides iii the very process of carefulki Li t ming that problem.

NOW our frequent use lit tlic plural -problem**. As on is the
scientific community assumed that cancer was :1 single disease, re-
searchers sought single cure. With trush evidence that canCh iS

least 100 identifiable diseases-, cures specific to each disease are now
being found.

We science. educators believe ihat eyery child shindd have. science
instruction every day. To what extent is this true now? \111:at can or
should be done: to make it HOW tall we.marshal Our resources to
reach that goal?

iii this YL',111:11,'d SCU:I1CC re:Icticrs:ire speaking oul a profession.
Ill Part I, science teachers describe-the current school crisis and some

-ways in which it is being :iddressed. The thoughts of these authors
mirror both positive and neg:itive :ispects of our profession's public
1,11age in Part II, 2i leaders of the National Science Teachers
Association outline. what they think school science can or should be. In
P.1ri Ill, NSTA'S president Riiberr E. Yi,iger ( 198271983), ..ind execu-
tive dii-ector Bill G. Aldridge describe a vehicle for clustering
resources to make school science what it should be.

'i ogether. and in cooperation, we as a profession are speaking out
about the teaching of science.

S

1).1\ l' Butt,
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Seience Education

In the United StAes
Robert E. Yager
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

Bill G. Aldridge
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Washington, D.C.
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Science education in the United States received unprecedented
riatiorialattention after the launching of the Soviet Sputnik in 1957,
but

_

school SaeriCe has lost its favored position. Federal support has
eroded. The role of technology in Vietnam gave a bad image to science.
Despite declining school enrollments, Americans became uninterested
in public education: By 1976, the National Science Foundation NSF)
tititip-eildi2d all education progr; is designed to improve science teach-
ing, and Severely Curtailed further development of active curriculum
projects concerned with producing materials for school science.

The crisis in science educiition at the precollege level has reCeived
widespread publicity in 1982 and 1983. The National Science Teach=
ets Association has been deluged with requests for detailed infiirma-
tiOri, as well as suggestions for solutions: NSTA data; collected
through several different surveys conducted over the past three years;
have been summarized to characterize the current status of school
science; and NSTA has been involved, on a variety of friiiitS, in

addressing the crisis:

A. CURRENT PRACTICE:
SCHOOL SCIENCE TODAY

In 1977 arid 1978, three important research efforts attempted to
document the stiitiiS of science in the U.S. educ;ition:iLsystern. The
first study 131 summarized the literature from 1957-1975, sili-Ve!,itig

14
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information on school practices, instructional materials, teacher edu-
cation. administrative financial control, and needs in K.-12 science.
The second study 1 101 surveyed teachers; administrators, supervisors,
and other school personnel nationwide concerning curricula; course
offerings, teaching me:hods, condiments, individualized materials.
teaching assignments, support services, mid demographic informa-
:ion. The third study 181 consisted of I I case studies of schoOlsrepre-
seining different types of communities; and it included extended on-
site visits and in-depth analyses of the case study reports.

Also in 1978, the National Assessment of Educational Progress
iNAEP). in its third Ai ccri incia of .S1CienCe I 51, revealed that student
interest in science decreased between the third and seventh grades;
and declined further between the seventh and eleventh grades: A
number of research reports revealed that 'student interest in a given
science course was loner at the end of the course than at the be-
ginning.

In 1978; the National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded a major
research contract for the purpose of synthesizing and interpreting the
more than 2,000 pages of information from the three NSF status
studies and the NA EP reports. This research effort; Project Synthesis;
involved a team of 23 science educators from throughout the U.S. 1 I 1

The research teams were divided into five focus groups charged with
examining components of K-12 science education in, respectively:
biology, physical science; inquiry; elementary school science; and
science /technology/ society. Each group worked independently with
the same framework of goal clusters and critical elements for teaching:

The general research procedure characterizing Project Synthesis
was the discrepancy model frequently used for qualitative research.
Basic to this design is the development of ideal state conditions, fol-

lowed by descriptions of the actual state. Discrepancies between the
two conditions are identified, making possible recommendations for
future actions.

Still another response to the challenge of the mid-1970s was a
greatly expanded effort by NSF in science education research. Reports
of these studies continue to appear, and NSTA has focused its mono-.
graph series; .I" Prat Research Says to t be Science 'Leaf-her. on results of

such efforts. I 1 -i I Such analyses are rich sources of information con-
cerning successes and failures of science teaching in the U.S.

Information from a wide variety of writings and reports; current
projects; and research converges in a characterization of current sci-

ence as plagued by ten common; recurring problems.
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I: 17 :654: Recent NSF Statt, Studies

reveal that 90 percent ut all science teachers in the U.S. uc teXtbook
most of the time The textbook determines the course content, mode

of instructiofl . an-1 aluanon. The most significant curriculum deci-
sion that :eacherS Make is the choice of their textbook: Once this

has beer determined, teachers atteinpt To Cover all Content in the

book. in the prescribed order .ind with the instructional aids
pros kick! or suggested

-Inicd. A principal )tiStifiLlItt)ii for SehoOl

JieiNe ,xr Cr V Ire ra.r.irdriuli tt 1),,,vidc...; fur [ht. nest
c.khcrc frcquentiv defend their course, the content

verccl: and instructional strategies bec.,use "these are expected by

the teachers students will has e next year... Surely, this is worse when
teachers insist that college teachers expect certain

material to have been covered. The evident c suggests that, in scienCe,

teachers tin nest cl rarch expect much more of students than
the ihilit a read.

The goals of science instruction arc also commonly limited to spe-

citic knosc Icclgc and specific processes. Such an nricntannn ts limitniF
and inaccurate, for like most complex human enterprises, science is
multidimensional. Some of these dimensions are as :ippropriatc in thc

classro,)111 the process
tt) Liufutte scietice CuitteIIt (I[11CI. a discipline

urieniat it quickly reduces most discussions ut science teaching tic
consideration of the relative emphasis and sc.:queueing of -given science_

topics-- -almost alWay.S those ii litiattalic packed into discipline-bound
courses. 'Fhis S icw of science also cxj-dains our inobility to consider
othur dimensions of science.

77,, It :/n.' h !hc ,11,11or /'r1,11 r,t 11111171c11011, 1( Ill) 11)(1)..11o7c3

1.1 I It di loll Other serious problems are rooted in ottr illabilitV
move beyond the lecture os a form of instruction, followed Nv Student
recitation. \Xicillave cillphaSiZed the presentation of content for stu.
dent mastery. Recitation becomes useful as a Imirnu of Motivation (ink'
tor students Who want to succeed in traditional ways.

Most science courses fail to include even one expel iinent that
allOws students Ni identify and clef Mc a problem, propOSe prOcedures,

collect and interpret results-, or make decisions. Students rarel engage
in activities for s Inch the answers are not provided by the teXtbook

authors; by the teacher, or by other idents. Many octivilics in science
classrooms arc mere exercises in following dircebions and verifying
information given by the text or teacher.

16
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l .diedt,./ ional 11-a.; Fvalua t ion iif success in
school science mirrors our emPliasis upon content fOr its own sake,
teacher lectures. and textbook presentations. lie emphasizing defini-
tions and the knowledge dimension, we tend to circumscribe science.
to make puppets out of students, ind to reduce science. teaching to a
concern dennItIonS, %0Cab1I a1V1111 laWs.

L-1,Icc dr, 1:c lip); c',./ iii //
Ir ())1111-non In the U.S. to utni the human dimen-

sion trout science courses. his first occurred during the 196( 5, %% Alen
-pure- science cc as stressed. All sensitiv or controvrsial areas %vere
removed dc-n:phasized. Science seems to have been separazed
trop) the soccer of %vhih it has always been, and nniSt be., a part.

The science ClasSroorn and 1.1bor.itOry Halve conic to be Scull :IS

exclusive settings where. science is clone. We have packaged course's,
including laboratory activities, to fit neatly into class periods, the
school day, and the school year. We have been slow to use the vast
rsoUr.Ces that the per;,onalc2;pericriCeS of every student could add to
the science. class. Vi'e have tailed to ackoowledge that the world itself
is the real 1,IboratorV for science studies. Some now feel that InoSt of
%vhat a student krows, feels, and does relating to science comes from
nonschool experiences. Instead of affecting student behavior iti out-of-
school settings, school science seems to have little relevance to the rest
of life.

6. ,-1,Short.qc (i1 S-oincc and Teac/icri I La Lel to the
Vide. i pa ,./1 1 .1 01 I )irl 1 5A/c,vaalipcd N STA

fall 1981 survey of 600 colleges and universities which prepare science
and mathematics teachers showed a shocking. ten-year drop in these
areas of enrollment.: a 79 percent decline for mathematics, and a 6.1
percent decline for science. Data from another survey, which NSTA
conducted in fall 1982 show a further decline. According to data from
the National Center for .ducation Statistics t.NICES), the decline over
this same period for teachers in other fields was only about 25 per-
cent, and the decline in enrolled students WAS smaller yet, ;11)011t aO

percent.
The demand for science and math teachers IS ever") ,greater, how.

ever. ACcorclirg to i\TSTA's fall 1982 survey; -;2,000 classes in science.
and mathematics could not be scheduled in 1982-1983 for lack of
teachers and: or resources. Instead, some 6.10,000 youngsters who
wanted to take science or Mat heillatICS Were required to take courses
in other subjects for which no teacher shortage existed. Of the I

children in grade.; 8-12 this school year (1982-19831,6.3



million arc. not taking, scie.iiee.iiid Anillion are not takitT,

(lived that the supply lit ,,c1L.Hcc:
hocc salt the schools he finding Lb_

I lief ha% c lIcen uniplot r,//1.1,111c,/ ic',itlii'i ti_ Iii

H81 hilt id the. effiploviAl rice .11111

IL-J(1101s ill the wure. titiejitalitied i see Fig,tire 1, pp: 8 ;mil 9). Such

tuacdturs \VCN: diced provisional or enturguAley eel, if kat ion, or

v. hen c:NticIllly I,\V %\'c.1(.: II t.tiC:Ct. 1:111c1,14c110,'

nie,i,ili {'sill 111.1(ic pos.allle the rc,rssrp.rituetit ut tuachers from phys-

ical edik. Ion, home. ce-onotnics, scActiCC, cIC1/1. C.:c11.1C.1(1(111,

Mid offer held, where stu-plusus um.st.
Tcachcrs ,ire. ,d.so coninionlv transtet roil science:, for x,itn-

plu trolil lliolog to churni.stry and physics, cvt,.,out tic-it:1u qualifica-

tions to teach the sithicits tlicy ha%:ulleuri (sue Figure p. 10).

(.urrently. ill- 'orient iif all science and II-hal-len-1;n te;ichers

7 ti, 12 Are tuNtr,dtlied iii everLy 'loll' iijii,ilitictl.

Priticipais .iii' itlt ()%-cf-All Lk:chit(' iii icc,11(1,11'1,' .,Ch(nri

Clln,1111)(111, fit te.aclio.s iIl sonic. areas, and a shortage of

sciunce. ,ncl \lio can A principal %vitro

re.assi.;:,ty, long-t 'mu faculty niembur from a nonscience field into
tlr 111.1th sk()E lien nu qualiticd teachur ',iii Hu found' Mort..-

tic er, purson N tight _htidguts and tuaellerc'

Lontraets pre.citide a principal's hivitt;.2 ne.%\- statt

cite- principal is forced need throui.Th reJssigninent.

1., til

.11-0t; The. problems c-aused 1)v lack iii suff ieient m'i'lers lit
trainecrieadiet.S are. ciitiipoulkled he the nii,iii,itcli het cvcen

and nittheniaties courses and the nuuds -And interest:, fit stticlunts. Thu

science -.Ind mathematics courses in schools toda\- are, for the.

most part, only slightly mutinied ver,,i(in if I huse de el, ivied by [c.,iins

1)1 (CiICIICTS Jiter Mt ?-

physicist and originator and developer of The PhySICJ1 :*;

(.,)/11111litt: I P5:4,1 in rest imuny (in Februari,_

lletur(_. I IR: Research ,md Technology

f. the. Committee iin Sciunce and Tee hilology.1i.S. 1lotis of 1.epre-

entaties, Wt.: had pirned the ,gtillg,u-boetnel aml colle,u.,,e stu-

dents hue-misc %ye coulcf not tio CVC:1. (11111:2 ',it 'MCC."

hir preiir cuu.r,,e.; tut.i.:.s Uri 1-itire
applications, technology., ancl the' relevancy lit .

science7l to society's problems. They do not prepare people to LIIIIL tlir
that require. general technological
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Figure I. 1 eaching Fielik of Newly Linployed, Unqualified Science and
Mathematics Teachers; 1982-1983; by Field of Preparation and Number
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knowledge for which science is the base. Nor do these courses prop-
erly take into account the use of computers and modern electronics.

Critics have suggested that the future job market will be most
favorable for unskilled persons who will work as janitors, nurse's
aides, sales clerks, cashiers, and waiters/waitresses. The assumption is
that these jobs will remain the same and will be unaffected by automa-
tion. Ten years ago, such critics would have predicted high employ-
went for service station attendants. But now, with automated self-
service gasoline pumps; the need is for high-tech design; sales, repair,
and maintenance per:;onneland few attendants. We have increased
productivity in marketing gasoline.

Similarly, the trend toward automation cuts across virtually every
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Nia t hemit t iCs Teachers

area; reducing the number of unskilled jobs while increasing oppor-
tunities for the more technical jobs. The processes of inventing,
designing; engineering; producing; selling; installing; and maintaining
automatic equipment require considerably greater skills than any
needed _by people who operated equipment manually once upon a
time. The same number of people, or somewhat larger numbers, are
needed for the new chain of functions; but the output per _worker is
increased by an order of magnitude:thereby increasing productivity.

Technically trained personnel are essential for the creative activity
of inventing the new devices that would automate jobs for janitors;
sales clerks, nurse's aides, and others. Productivity in these fields, as
well as in manufacturing; can be increased only when our Work

20



Ftgure 2. Stibiects "Faiight by' Employed.
1:tiqualified Silence Teachers, 1982-1983.
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iiitLc.7--111:C.lapan's has the scientific and technical kno.,..le(igc to sec
,,,/ ;,,c ,,,,/: what must bc done to improve.

`,....:_ (...);.;., rr! .`,:.b. ;/(..,_ briziirciu,,/ /;:ii(ii.c% ."):,..0 inpirwat-r,i/ about hula
r', ,,i./, Lii.i1.Lic;iL.,. 'Pic last ten years han e provided much new
information concerning the way human beings learn. The current
literature pre.sents exciting new. data al)out the adolescent mind and
how_ it develops. lntormation iron) studies in cognitive psychology has
application to school science classrooms Various new studies on the
structure of the .sciences themselves stigge.st new xvays for .science
teachers to approach instruction.

9. )upp/rct, Liii/////,:;il..i / ,/ (I t., r :ewii.cc , Il atc,././/t di); '..zc/c/1
1:/;/:::c./ ,,. f)/,10/,.z.. III .11( ) t I :c. le11( c (./slit )'n //1I .111/ 1ih( 1l'.1loric I'.

Til(),q: thavexist are inappropriate tor the science course content and
/Ilk hingtietii ions necLiecl to update precollege science education.

I ft 1c /.. ;h , (:(///tc1/1 /it !lie /11...,/ii.,/tai.) .-,./),-,,,/, i, ,"\-,,,,,i1) ;\,',,1yEA/1

:.. ;:i. Te:ichers arc ill-prep ared,-resources are lacking, ant.1 the focus on
the so-called basics has tended to ignore science.

B. ADDRESSING THE CRISIS

I 7/ii )carcb:/.,,rEvcci/c)/ce. Descriptions of current practice make
interesting reading in any prtifession: but they are of limited use in
priming about change and innovation with more surety than afforded
by the usual trial -arid -error process. There is some merit, as Thomas
Edison said, in knowing a lot of things that won't work. However;
knowing wliat does work is a considerably more direct route to
success.

The Search for Excellence iii Science Education was .1 logical and
rapid outgrowth of this idea. Sponsorship by the National Science
Teachers AssocLition and the Council of State Science Supervisors
t(:SSSi was cqu:', NSTA, with membership of .10-.000
science teachers, and CSSS, whose members are state science coordina-
tor; from each state's department of instruction, are national and
...ictive organizations. Another important sponsor, the National Science
Supervisors Association t NSSA r, helped immensely with publicizing
the se..lrell for exemplary science progr,tms. Partial funding was pro-

ided by the National Science Board INSB) through its Commiss ion
on Precollege Education in NI athemaucs, Science :ind Technology.

For I L)8, this new and continuing ettort identified Si examples of
excellent programs throughout the US:.-50 through NSTA's annual

22
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ettortind one each selected by the Education Division of the Amuri-
can Chemical Society ACS). the National Association Of Cie(ilog
Teachers NAGT), the American Ass)ciation of Physics Teachers
,_AAPT,. and the National Association of biology Teachers (NAILI i.
Complete- descriptions of these- programs are being published a

series of monographs available from NSTA beginning in 198

The criteria for this scare-II came about through results of Project
Ss'ilthesis: During the 1982 NSTA Search for Excellence. goals and
the general descriptions of the desired state for each of the five focus
areas were used to define excellence in school science programs (see
Table I. pp. 1-i and IS

In the spring of 1982. state science consultants in each state nomi-
nated outstanding science programs in their respective states. Often.
site visits were made to verify pnigram conditions. A statewide com-
mittee read the nomination papers in each case: In all situations: the
Same stared criteria and the same search process were applied:.

By mid-1982. ncarly state nominations were submitted ni the
project director for consideration at the national_ level_ These state
exemplars were examined by committees comprised of some members
of the original Project Synthesis researchers: The 50 programs most
closely fitting the desired state criteria were mimed N;ttion;t1 Excin-
plars: 12 in Elementary Science, 10 in Biology, S in Physical Science,
10 in Inquiry; and 10 in Science/Technology/Society. The review
,:ommittees also selected 6 programs as portrayal sites to he known as
Centers for Excellence. Three person teams (including appropriate
state chairpersons) spent approximately two weeks at each site during
spring 1;983. These centers for Excellence represent a broad range of
subject matter and geographical distribution; most Were selected as
exemplary in more than one focus area.

Each tit (11C :7,0 exemplary programs has provided extensive data
about teachers in the program as well as information on the program
itself. Coordinators or contact persons within each exemplary pro-
gram distributed questionnaires to teachers within their program who
they felt clearly reflected the rationale of the exemplary program
itself. These questionnaire's combined the questionnairesdeveloped by

Weiss 1101 and the Science Attitude Inventory I; supplemented by
additional demographic questions. Almost 300 questionnaires were
completed.

Each exemplar contact person also completed a I00- item narrative
questionnaire which provided detailed information about the nature
of the program and learning activities; evaluation criteria; and the



past. present. and future of the program. Ai.propriate data Iron-) the.
teacher questionnaires have been compared with results from the
same quesniumaire administered by Weiss to a ratidoin sample of all

teachers in. the L.S. iii 1')77. The narrative c;ticsHonnaires
provide descriptive information as well as examples of prat Lice w

the exemplar programs.
\'isirs to the Centers for Excellence are providing e en 11ore de:

tailed information abutit the history and day-to-day opLi".":iion it six
exetnplrs, whit will he portrayed in a monograph from
NST.A in late lo S3. Portrayal visits involved,at least one member if
the original Project Synthesis teaiii. state Chairperson, and the
Search for Excellence project director. Oilier team members included
special consultants to the particular program and a Member of the
NSA Search Committee. he portrayal team collected tntormation,
and perceptions front teachers, students, administrators, community
leaders. s_traduatesind school board members regarding science pro-.
gram goals. successes and impact. Each team member identified and
:rated factors associatt.:(1 with this form of excellence.

2. RU11) On :b . lb the t thelclitcrry
of precollege edliCatlim is ClearIV a state and local responsibility.. Thus;
teacher salaries. normal supplies, materials, and preservice and inscr-
vice education programs must remain a local and state responsibility.

Researchboth basic research on learning and the use of -various
technologies to facilitate it and research on curriculum content and
sequencets :ippoprinte sphere of :ictivity for federal :igencies.
The federal responsibility for precollege science and math education
should he executed mainly through two agencies: the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education and the National Science Foundation.

The U.S. Department of Education; through grants to state :Ind
-cdtte;ition :igencies ;ind through programs at the Department's

Natibrial InStitiate lif EdliC:ition iNIE), is able to play :in important
role in address mg the science education crisis. State and local funds for
preservice and insery iee training Should be augmented by federal sup-
port through the Dpartment of ,Education. Private sector support
could be stimulated by such means as tax credits; but should focuS
Mainly uti local ioriiiriiiiiitt assistance in the form of matching funds,'
resources, and personnel.

In educational researeli, NIE Sbould be principally responsible for
basic research on learning: NSF should be responsible fir research on
course concern, structure; and applications resulting from NIE-sup-
ported basic research.
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Table 1. Abbre% Luck! Criteria loo NS2x Search for Excellence in Science
Education.*

11

Cl.c,y,111,...L. UttULt ii CH% (n111111(.1)1 VilI
%.11.1.1(lt ON in M[CIpi-C.Ll1111:) ,If

1""-`1""rk """1"A! with Ic,,ilvin pc,blem,

I' cu,III11.1ti Ill,

,(1 Licit cct h.l,ic CtIC:fl(C.,

C. I enple nr,ok ,Ltenntu

lir . ;

I. kip i\\ lctlic 1,1112,ii-r,t.Jild

I kno,.,.ledi..;t: to bench: ol lite and It)r ill:111.111DCHIgN

ill1111.111 h-1113_:`. 111 11.1Illf.I1 ,bill 1,1..11 ell% Ill/11111(1C

Isc/LLIN cll LIIIT1:111 Lit:A etha.,. and au-alteiR,

.;/

I. Apply lutt,lt.tl lCiunLc fIllCrt11.111C,11 iii real-woc.1,1 problem,

2. DiNplily Limn:Lit in wiitcxt it xocially relevant problem,, .11'111,1N

FcCLIIN .111 1,1...rlt.11,I1 career', rel,ned to plly,ical

3. (eili..)-:ztynitiatircf: In the 97E1, Congress, 17 bills wcre introduced
ro address the crisis in scievcr-rducation. By. March 11; 1983, m the
98th Congress, SeVeral of these had been reintroduced :Ind new ones
introduced :is ucll, The U.S. House of Represntatives has already
passed H.R. i 310 for S125 million, of which SI30 million is for NSF;

.tt least six hills relating CO science edlIC:Iti011 have been introduued in
the U.S. Senate:

It is the National Science Foundation, however; that has the autho-
rization to maintain the health of science and the science education
which supplies sci'7.nrists. As described in Public Law 507; fist Con-_

gress (6i Rev. Stat. 1.19, S. I-17), Section 3(2): ',The Founclation is
authorized and directedto initiate and support ... science education
prog:- ,ms at all levels ... The.existence of the present crisis :mci the
v;trietv of Congression:d initizitives are clear evidence that NSF's poll-
cymaking body, the National Science Ppard, has been negligent over a
long period of riffle.
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The Ntili is supposed to set policy and to recommend programs and
'budget!: to stippct those programs. In an effort to protect and pro-

-
nuitu support for scientific research, the Ntili fins systematicapy re-
dued surport for science education for more than 20 years FigureFigure
3, r: 1(>): We now face the consequences of that long-term,42eglect.

In his testimony before Congress in February 1980, Jeri.old Zacha-
rias stated the Ntili problem well:

. T IheEducation Directorate Lit NSFI is struggling against an almost
impossible enemy--an enemy front within. From its inception the
:science li,,atd i NSEi S that supervises the NS!' has treated the Educa-
tion Directorate a trivial country cousin. They have said that the

wernment ,Give the NSF money for scientific research and
never mind what happens to the two hundred million people who
don't do research. It is those very people whose lives, jobs, leisUre,
entertainment, food, security, and everything else depend on a sound
economy in a democratic socetv. The feder;tf government can no

26
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Figure A. Science Ednuation Funding as percent of total National SCIefICC
l'01111111(101i budget

i'L I

longer allow itself ro neglect the schools, and the NSF has in its charter
the responsibility and authorirt: to do something about them.,

In spite of the NSI3's lack of action in carrying out its statutory
obligation, science educators continue to believe firmly tharthe origi-
nal reasons for lodging sciencceducation programs at NSF are still
valid and important. We must develop science and mathematics edu-
cation materials and train our teachers in a partnership with those
scientist's who discover new knowledge. That knowledge, and the
methods, used by scientists to acquire new knowledge, are constantly
changing. Science and mathematics teachers need direct; cooperative
relationships with scientists and mathematicians. Involvement of re-

2i
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search scientists in science education is essential. NSI: is ,i

independent agency with reputation tor administering ptogra-ms of
very high duality SIlei(CLI tin incrit

Even thimgh the NSli has been slow to respond to the preSunt
crisis, as in(licateLl be the lack of NSF initiatives, scientists at univrsi-
ties and in the private sectoris well as those:it the. American Assoc(
ation for the Advancement of Si. ii,i iAr \ASi and the_ National
Academy of Sciences iNAS), have shown -great interest :ind oncern.

1..NSTA NSTA has been involved, iii a variety of vays,
ii addressiml. the crisis ill seIience education. The. NSTA position

statement -Science-Technology-Society: Science Fdtical ion for
Appendix, pp. 109-I 12), has received yidespread acceptance.

The officers and 'tact of NSTA working with the medi;1 to inform
the public. For example, in 1983 the Associations exe.cutive director
has been interviewed on three 01:1jOr teleViSiOn nutworks. Articles
referring to NSTA have appe:ired iii ..\.'cuz.!ceci, 1 lint, Tlit: Wail

joUr11.11. and 111.111dredS of newspapers across the country. The
efforts of NSTA membelsis Vell as our affiliates-, are having a
profoundly positive effect. nut others, are setting the agenda for
science edticati(m in the It)SOS and beYlind.
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Part II
The Science Teaching
Profession Speaks:

ere School Science
Should Be
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Part II
The Science Teaching
Profession Speaks:

Where School Science
Should Be

Under the guidance of the Yearbook Advisory Board; the members
cif NSTA's leadership team (board members and major committee
chairmen) were invited to consider the following:

There is a general agreement that the level of scientific and techno-_
logical literacy of Americans is below that required by the demands of
our society: This problem is a matter of national debate. Commissions
have been formed to study the problem and to make recommendations
for irs solution.

Here is where we as science educators must make substantive contri-
butions to the national debate, We need your analysesand your
recommendations for action. To be more specific, of all that you believe
can or should ne_ done, suppose that you had to make a recommenda-
tion for the sm.:* most important action to be taken.

Their responses fit into three categories: practical program
concerns; and Po/icy concerns.

In the first group of papers; the practical concernsabout resources
such as students, staff, and moneyare highlighted. These questions
are explored.

Does scientific literacy make a difference?
Do we tap the basic beliefs of scientists and society in school

science?
Do we make school science available for all students?
Do we make school science available for women?
Do we link school science with indmtrial resources?
Do we link school science with local community resources?
Do we link schmil science with nonschool constituents?

In summary; a prOfession speaks_ regarding practical concerns of
science reaching; the relevance of school science to human concerns,
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the availability Of school science, and the linkage of school science to
nonschiml resources. Shotild we be addressing these concerns?

In the second group of papers, progr..m concerns about curriculum,
instruction, and teacher skills are emphasized.

Do we include the essential aspects of science in our definition of

school science?
Do we expect school science to nurture creativity?
Do we tap the individual uniqueness of students in scliool science?
Does science teacher preparation nurture effective science

teaching?
Diies a teacher's knowledge improve his or her science teaching?
DO we tap the potential of continuing education to strengthen

teaching?
Do we have resources tci deVelop the new teachers needed for

school science?
Diies school science tab the key resotirCeS iif the elementary

school preparation?
Do we link schmil science to the science supervisor as a resource?

As professionals, are we aware of needs for curriculum tailored to
individual student differences, and to the needs and interests of

teachers? Can we attend to these program needs?
The third group of papers focuses on policy or political concerns

related to perceived needs in school science.
Do we make school science fit the needs of each learner?
Does school science in the elementary school facilitate the goals

of schiiiiling?
Does school science enhance writing literacy?
Does school science enhance language literacy?

we :is science teachers influence political or policy decision

Making?
When questions of policy and politics are examined; the kinds of

larger questions about what we adiralh do are inevitably linked to
further questions that require value lodgments. These ask what we
.i/?oald do: in light of what we can do.



A. PRACTIGAI CONCERNS

Does Scientific Literacy Make a Difference?

Car'ton H. Stedman
Austin Pea). State University
Clarksville, Tennessee

Frances Stivers
Terry Parker High_School
Jacksonville, Florida

James B. Conant described science as ... speculative enterprise s :

science is nor only a (pest for certainty; it is rather a quest which is
successful only to the degree that it is cominuous:-1 We have demon-
strated our inability to develop in the majority of our young people
personal moriyarion r.) pursue science; or at least to pursue an under-
standing of science: A closely related concern is our inability to
develop in most students a satisfaction, if not excitement-, from ex-
ploring the mysteries which school science provides.

It the reason for our lack of scientifically oriented people, including
teachers; that not enough people really enjoy the study of science,
then what can be done?

Few people would challenge the perception that school science has
never been favored with full acceptance as a viral parr of the elemen-
tary and middle school curriculum. Even during the ol:ricular revolu-
tion in the IA Ake of Sputnik, only about one fourth of America's
schools directly benefited from fundamental change. Additionally.
there is reasonable belief and some el; idence that even schools that
adopted the new curricula of the 1960s did not fully adjust to the
theoretical base upon which these new ideas were founded.

There have been and are exemplary schools and teachers who excite
America's young people about science; but their number is miniscule.
The bright, shining stars of presz-rvice programs are too often lost in a
Milky Way of school systems that neglect science education.

Neophyte and experienced teachers alike soon lose their enthusi-
asm for teaching science in an environment of basic skills achieve-

Jame, B. (A)nalit, tcucc New Haven, CAffin Yak
Pres,, IQ', I
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meat and the collection 61' milk money. Teachers are no different
from anyone else in their response CO the -ekktiiip, reward system: It

the principal; superintendent; public de hand success in

b.isic skills, schijol science is reduced to secondary iMpiirt.ince. When
this condition is 'Coupled with yin ignorance of the positiVe relation-
ship between learning science and developing kingtuige rela-

tionship which research findings iMply I, then school science may be

either neglected or eliminated entirely.
Shulman and Tamir 1131 suggested that politic:kirk hire as much

to say about molecular biology as does the National Scii-:iiCe reaChers
Association. Although this is regrettable, it also cells is something
about politicians. They ILiVe prover, the S:iitie power that launched
NSF curricular efforts in the 1960S and that passed and funded Public
Law 91- -i2. The use of this power is viewed here as our only realistic
chance to attack the -cause- of our science ----ablem's rather than

continuing to treat syMptOMS.
We must radically and vigorously mount a massive national com-

mitment to establish science as one of the necessary L_omponents of a

school's curriculum. Weinberger. stated it thiS Way:

(Jur youngsters need to be as piissible sc/C,11Ct math:

.Ind technology. Unless we begin now m motivate and equip them to

pursue scientific and teilitiOliigiCal Careers, the shortages will persist.

Such an effort would not only involve a national finanCial commit-
ment much greater than that which occurred in the 1%0S. but would
also require ciiikiderable incentives to states so that good science
programs in all schObIS he aSSured. This effort would have to
guarantee that school science be preSerited is having at least the same
importance as mathematics and reading.

There are at least three strong areas of support for this recom-
mended revolution in science education:

I. Attitudes are often fOi-tit ed earlj iii life. Lack of exposure to

science instruction removes an option hit. Children. They cannot
develop positive attitudes about something they have neither known

nor experienced. Choosing a career is a process vhich takes place over

a long periiid Of time [21, and the middle school years are especially

significant for science. 13 1 Fenneiti:i concluded that girls haVe positiVe-

attitudeS about math until about sixth grade 14]; then cultural factors

begin to interfere, and more stereotyped attitudes begin to form. Fear

and anxiety related to the study of science have become SO pronounced

that a Science Ankiety Clinic has been founded by Loyola University of



,Chicago. 101 A similar institute in Washington, has focused on
mathematics anxiety and avoidance. Worthy stated 1151 that among
Japanese children; especially girls; there seems to he none of the fear
of science and fiLitheilLItiCS that found in the LLS:

2 Skill,% content, and meihody each academic /crcl. I n

. order to develop a positive attitude toward science from an early age
and to capitalize on innate curiosity and interests, enthusiastic teachers
properly trained in science education should teach at each grade level:

Our modern world is a highly technical one, and technology is the
outgrowth and 1)y-product of science. Therefore, every person in
society needs to learn the biology of the human body and the broad
concepts of environment in which he lives. Citizens should know
about many kinds of living things and how they relate to one another.
Citizens should learn about the nature of matter; its composition_anu
how its forms are related to organisms on Earth and in the cosmos.
Only with a basic understanding of science can students begin to cope
intelligently with problems presented by society and technology.

Scientific content that relates to society and technology should be
taught in a manner appropriate to the level of student interest. Prob-
lems in society that have been generated by technology should be
addressed when they are pertinent to the curric.dun, and when the
student has sonic basis for relatively unbiased, logical decision making.
At this point, the student should also be led to realize that problem
solving is never permanent; solutions today may need to be revised
n morrow. Greater scientific literacy, provided through such an ap-
proach in our public schools, should enable our future citizens to make
many more intelligent choices and even devise better, or alternative,
solutions.

3: Rcicarch ii needed: Current evidence supports the idea that
active science instruction improves learning in other areas, such as
logical thinking and basic Skills. Positive gains in languag develop-
ment, word com_preliension, vocabulary use, listening skill, sentence
construction, and paragraph interpretation are just some of the bene-
fits associated with activity-oriented science instruction. 11,7,9,10,11,
121 Science instruction can and does contribute to the development of
basic skills beyond the learning of science content and processes.

Daniel Greenberg 15] has warned that we arc producing_ successive
generations of scientific illiterates; to the detriment of industry;
defense; and culture. Grants; loans; summer jobs; higher salaries; and
similar inducements for :eachers may reduce symptoms temporarily;
but anything short of a massive, national commitment to providing-
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quality sciclice io,rtiction for jll ti:S: elementary and middle school
children is nut likely to treat the cause.
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Do Vte Tap the Basic Beliefs
Of Scientists and Society in School Science?

Ronald Simpson
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

Pie lilic Attar/lel mil /:Acct action
Margaret Mead's classic: study on school stiaderitS iiiin,ic sit

scientists clernonscrilted the persistence of iminymychs in our society.
One Might assume that the negative image of science chat existed _'5
Years ago is gone, but this is not necL [rue. Saturday morning
cartoons on television and many popular movies codily still portray
scientists as secretive, aloof members of their own mysterious frater-
rtitY who arc out to tamper with nature and gain control over others.
Opiniim pulls stu.Test that the general public still views science with
we siispicioii, and mistrust.

It is clear that .science no longer. possesses rite imporumcc that it did
from the late 1950s to the early 1970s. Why is this so? One bikrc-
re-iison is that the majority ofcatizens its this country do not under-
Stand the nature of science. They do iii it appreciate the fact that
investments today might cilke a decade or more to mater iali./.e as simile
technological product or improvement in the human condition.
Throwing money at science today will hot result, as some believe, in
siilyini world problems by uhnorrow.

Public schoOlS also occupy a socialposit ion different from that of a
decade or two ;Igo. While 111:111V think we have 'bottomed otal: there
is still crave concern over the level of star and federal support for
education. Teacher morale is at irs lowest since the Great Depreion.
Particul..rly in science hid mathematics, the teaching profession is
simply not attracting and retaining its fair share of talent.

hike science, education- is a long- term invescrrient. Riliticians run-
ning Kir office get elected by making short-term promises. Thought-
ful. thorough, long-range educational planning is not an issue_ iiii
which a politician in our country c-iin get elected. The general public
and our government leaders do not value education as much as they
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, value certain ocher things. Teachers are not treated with the respect
they deserve and, like scientists; arc often misLinderstood. Public atti-

tudestudes and values toward education, mach like those toward science, arc

not as positive as they should be.

Attitudes of Scientists and Pr- ofesSional Educators
Toward Science Education

It is perhapS possible to -explain away at of the general public's
lack of support fde science and for education: After all, these are hard
times economically; and neither science nor education is appealing to

ati unemployed worker or a hUngry student in school. More difficult to

understand, however; is the attitude Present in the scientific commu-

nity toward science education: On most large university campuses,
scientists and professional educators do not work together to prepare
high-quality science tea-diets. Professional educators are often viewed -

as members of a bureaucratiC establishment that perpetuates itself by

prescribing an excess of required courses in education. Academicians
in science, on the other hand; are often seen as crass promoters of
their own discipline, Uncaring about students majoring in other areas.

Scientists are often criticized as elitist, insensitive; and intimidating
those who might be Planning ti) become teachers at the precollege
level. Science education as a profession Will never attain the heights it

deserves Until university -based scientists and academicians support it:
Following the exciting days of the early and mid-1960s,_ science

education programs in colleges of education have received less and
less support: Supervisors of science in large school systems have been

replaced by other kinds of specialists. Departments of science educa-

tion at major universities have been placed within departments of

curriculum and instruction, or have been reorganized into broad divi-

sions of secondary edticatiOn. While we hear about concern that our
nation is falling behind in science, it is extremely rare to hear a dean

Of education or a superintendent of schools stand up and say that we

must insure that science education he one of our strongest curricular

programs. ItiStead, we see universities growing in areas where federal
funding is gteateSt and Whei-c current fads are the most sensat.iinal.
Emphasis on the subjects of English, foreign 1:Inguages; social studieS,

_

mathematics; and science has given way to programs controlled by

education-al generalists:
For many decades professional science educators have advocated

scientific literacy for all Students. Yet thisConcept.has never w-bil Fide

acceptance. It haS been Supported neither by scientists nor by sch661
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leaders nor by classroom teachers. Scierice; unfortunately, is still
itinSr people as a difficult course cif study that should be

reserved 1dr the special few who will go tin to college to major in
science. engineering, Or Medicine. Therefore, it is not viewed as a

basic-- in the elementary schOot curriculum or as a general course

Suitable for secondary school students.

RecOniinendations for Changing ilttitudes toward Science
Before confide-nee in science ed..,ration can be restored to a healthy

level in this country; citizens; parents. students, scientists, and educa-

tors must become committed to the fact that science is an important
subject in the school curriculum and that it shOUld be taught in a

comanner that encourages all members of our society become intelli-
gent consumers. TO reach this goai requires the following:

becom a basic subject in the elementary school curriculum. livery
Child at every level should receive some instruction in science every day.

2. Science in the middle and upper grades should he designed for students of all

interests and abilities. Our most talented students need to be' challenged; our less

inatiare and less motivated students should receive instruction in science that is

meaningful to their lives.
3. _Fdral :Ind stair giirnments shouldprovide active ladership in scienc eauCtt-

(ion by et-it:OM-aging lVels of excellence commensur, to with the national goals of this

country.
Scientists should beconi -cOncerned:ibout communicanng scienc to the mtisses.

University and academicians should insist that students in introductory courses

recui e excellent instruction. Producing students with positive attitudes toward science

should he goal of all introductory courss m science.
S. Prulessi0nal diti:awrs ,hould rake a stand on science, and colleges of education

should support teacher-traillirig,,yrogrJrns designed to produce top-flight science

educators. Science and mathematics educ,ition programsshoukl be given visibility
within teacher-training prOgrains; and standards of excellence should be applied in

recruitment and selection of future teachers.

0. Firiali!;: the scientific winmunity, educational leaders, and society in general

should do everything possible to inlprovc the stature of teachnigasa career: Not until
science teaching beetiiiiesattractive itt )1401 to (2ng,q,, anti retain its fair share of

hrOit young priitessioo,ds will we be able to cure the major ailments of science

education in Chi's CYtititry. Not Until scientists and sehOol admmistrattirs alike begin

looking up to teachers is the most important ingrclient in our educdtioniil system

kill the hill science education as a distinct enterprise be realized.
In summary; it is evident that science is not as highly valued in our

society as it once was; nor as It IS in some other progressive countries.

irrileSS this trend i5 changed; the United States is destined to lose its
worldWide superiority in science and technology: If this happens; our
strength as a nation and our influence as a world leader will be
diminished,



Do We Make School Science Available
For All Students?

Kenneth Ricker
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

The subset of science 'teachers who need assistance- in making
science accessible to handicapped students does not have a fixed
membership. A biology reacher with 15 years of reaching experience
can suddenly be faced with having a quadriplegic 1;indent in class: This
same reacher might never be confronted with a similar situation, but
4veral years later could have a student who is blind. Of course, some
science reachers_M the classroom for 20 years never Lice the challenge
of making their science courses accessible to a handicapped student.

It is difficult to provide either preservice or inservice programs for
science teachers that go much beyond making teachers sensitive to the
needs of handicapped people. Science teachers can become familiar
with general information about the conditions of a variety of handi-
caps and the genral implications for the science classroom. However;
it is not possible to predict in specific detail all conditions or solutions
likely to occur w :Eh handicapped youngsters. A teacher's strategies in
the classroom cannot- be derermine,! until the- reacher is faced with a
student who functions in a certain way. Even if it were now possible to
pritject specific solurii, to problems. there is no:guarantee that these
solutions will be viable in two years: The rapid advdncement in tech- .

nology can easily outdistance the solutions we propose today.
How can science teachers receive timely assistance in making their

classes accessible to a specific student who Lincrions in a certain way?
I-low can the profession adequ.liely respond to the plea of individual
teachers "Help! What should l do?''

air solution might reside with a technique familiar in many com-
munities throughput the country: crisis centers, established as a means
of assisting people when they need it. Each Septeml.,,r, many science
teachers throughout the nation Lice a crisis when sullenly confronted
with the task of reaching science to a handicapped student. There
should be a place to which these 'teachers can turn for help: These

--Science-reaching crisis centers could be located throughout the country.
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The crisis center would function in two basic ways: as a locator of
information and resources, and as a lender of materials. When a
teacher requested help tor a specific situation, the center would
respond with current information and, in some cases, with actual
I aterials.

Suppose a science teacher Were to call the crisis center and say, "I

have a visually impaired student in my physics course. Can you help

nle First, the center wiitild ...SC:eh-jib how the student functions in a
learning situation. Does the student re:id braille? To %chat extent does

the student possess psychomotor skills? Does the StUdellt pUNNC:Ns
INcgtthe center would ascertain thc charaircri:;tics of

the socnce course. Do the students use niftrocomputers? Do they
have weekly lab actiitieS? Tin What extent ;ire Yisual media used in

class?
Once the center had evaluated :t partictilar situation, it oidd givc

the teacher specific suggestions for coping. The response might ilidi-
Elie v. here the text and related literature could be obtained in an
appropriate torrii such as in braille, on tape, or in large print: Curric-
ula and instructional guides with information on modifying regular
instructional strategies or on altern:itive r.JegieS riiiilil be identified
arid pi. h:ips lent to the te:tcher, The center might :dso identity

irrip,iired person who had already taken physics and would be

%%Wing to provide ideas to the teacher and student. If the use of a light

sensor or other special device were deemed appropriate for conduct-

ing lab activities the center w.ou1.1 Han the the school for the

student to use during the coursc
IiC serving as a lending agency, a center could save schools iron'

Itll"ctit ifIcV iii rt:SOLIIVCS that receive limitcd use. For

example; a school in -Only student in the physics

course Ill .1 ten-Veal' Esc rind. 111115, it would not he economically feast

hie for the scho, I in purchase items. It should be noted
that this lending aspect would not duPlicat services already aN.'ailab'.c

-through hiller atencics Stich is state libraries for the physically handi-

capped.
Centers N.Vullit.i he scat fed by persons with expertise in science educa-

tion :Ind in the teaching of student, liitli handicaps...111u Staff voulc1
continually sek pertinent intorinition and compile it m usal)le form ,

for science [Lac I1C centers would mairitairi a current inventory
of resources 11111L1tIc' It) teaching 5Ctellt.C: N) handicapped SffidelltS.

A national effort must be blad to develop a system to assist every

science teacher, ultimate soltition to the 'priibletti Of proiding

_
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quality science education to handicapped students lies within the con-
fines of the classroom. Science-teaching crisis centers could ser,ve as a
source of immediate hLlp to teachers and would make science classes
fully accessible to students with handicaps. Since most science teachers
do not regularly h:Ive h:indictpped students in their classes; we must
have information and resource centers that can respond effectively to
the needs of individual teachers, students, and schools.



Do We Make Science Available for Women?

Jane Buder Kahle
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

Today women comprise approximately 50 percent of the work
force; yet only 6 percent are employed as scientists and engineers.
Explanations for the dearth of women in science have ranged from
differences in spatial abilities due to a sex-linked gene 1=11 to differ-
ences in early childhood toys and games. [3] However, analyses of the
recent National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) survey
of science reveal startling inequities in the classroom science expe-
riences of boys and girls: This extensive survey of 9-, 13-; and 17-year
olds shows both negative attitudes and lower achievement levels for
girls. For example, on the average, females score between 1.6 and 2.5
percentage points below the national mean at each age level. 171 Their
responses to items concerning opinions about science classes and feel-
ings toward science as a career are consistently negative. [ 81Thirteen-
year-old and, especially, 17-year-old girls respond that the content of
science is "facts to memorize "_ and describe science classes as being not
"fun" but "boring." Although 9-year-old girls respond that science
does not make them feel "successful," most of their feelings are posi-
tive and comparable to those of 9-year-old boys. However; by ages 13
and 17, they state that not .,nly does science fail to instill feelings of
"confidence," "success," or "curiosity," but it also makes them feel
"stupid."

Lower achievement levels and poor attitudes are explained when
one probes the NAEP data more deeply; for this national survey
indicates inequities within the science classroom. Although differ-
ences between boys and girls in science achievement are not apparent
until age 13, differences in science experiences are documented as
early as age 9. Briefly, by age 9, girls record significantly fewer oppor-
tunities to work with science materials and instruments, to observe
natural phenomena; and to participate in extracurricular science activ-
ities in spite of their desire to do so.

AlthOugh their reported opportunities increase between elemen-
tary and middle school, at age 17, or when they graduate from sec-
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ondary school, girls have had significantly fewer opportunities to
experiment with magnets, eiectricity, heat, solar energy, and erosion.
Furthermore, there is a dear difference in girls' participation in tradi-
tionally teminme tasks as compared to their participation in tradition-
ally masculine tasks. Although secondary school girls report tar fewer
experiences with electrical or mechanical tasks than the national aver-
age, the numbers of times they report having cared for an unhealthy
plant or animal exceed the national average. Furthermore, females
range from I percent to 7.6 percent below the national mean on
activities such as watching science shows on television; reading books,
magazines, and newspaper articles about science; and working on
science projects or hobbies. In addition, although girls inclicJte an
interest in taking a variety of sciencerelated field trips, fewer girls
than boys tlo so in reality'.

Strategiet
Studies by gender have not found significant differences in aptitude

or ability between pre:kiolescent and :idolescent boys 1-r-R1 girls: 15)
However; i.iccording to M:iccoby zmalyses 16 1, the ilVer:ige

score of a group of males is slightly higher rhan that of a griiun of
fernales on tests measuring spatial N:isualization. Within science
classes, laboratory and delnonstrarion activities that provide spatial
experiences might enhance the spatial :ibilities of adolescent females.

As Treagust points out [ i I I, 'A student with poorly de% eloped spatial
abilities should not be taught primarily by verbal means.- In ilddition,
laboratory groups must be carefully structured so that girls ,ictually

work with science iipr4iratUS. Teachers can pair boys with boys, :Ind

girls with girls, Waring science experiments and recruit females to do
science demonstrations. Girls must be actively encouraged to do

science projects, join science clubs, :ind take science field trips. In
addition, girls must be urged to enroll in mechanical dritwing, indus-
trial education, and other courses that have activities designed to
clevelop spatial abilities. Finally, science teachers well as cotinselors
must insist that girls enroll in mathematics and physical science
courses.

Science experiences for girls can be supplemented by increasing the
number of experiences available in general. On the average, only 17
minutes per day is spent on science in the lower elementary school,
while in upper elementary school, th:it time incre:ises to only 28
minutes per .day. 1131 Lick of sufficient opportunity for science is
widespread problem. In the United States, only one sixth of all school
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disrricrs require more than one year of science for graduarion. 191 To
insure adequare science educarion for all; schools musr increase the
rime allorred co science, states musr increase the graduaripn require-
menrs in science, and colleges :Ind universities musr raise the entrance
requiremenns in science.

Science reachers, as well as school counselors and ;Idminiscrarors.
must guard against unconscious bias iii rheir presem:inion of science
courses !Lind careers and in their scheduling of science clLisses. For
example, physics cLnirses sholild non be scheduled in conflict with
honors English or advanced French. The wrirren ;ind %erbal use of
nonsexist language in the classroom as well as in Elie rem and ocher
instructional materials is critical: Furthermore, the concriburions of
women musr be porrrayed seriously in narrative as well as illustrative
mareriLd. The token inclusion of women phorogrziphed_ in ILib coLirs is
inadequare; Ehcir real connriburions musr be disciissed. Research indi-
cares char Elie sex-role stereotyping of science as a masculine endeavor
is one of the most powerful deterrents no adolescent girls' enrolling
and excelling.in science courses. I 12,21 If Elie repeated message from
ne;icher and text is than scientists are males, Ellen adolescenr girls,
unsure of rheir temminiry, vill shy away from science or, if enrolled,
may perform poorly.

Since only 2 i percent of secondary science teachers are women;
girls have few role models in science. Boch the NarionalScience
Found:Rion 1101 Lind nhe Americ;in Associanion of Physics Teachers
I 1.1 have developed films and slide/nape presenrarions on women in
science. These sh. :Id be included in Elie science curriculum. In addi-
rion; universities > it as Stanford University and Nfassachuserrs Insti-
cure of Technolog 'lave successfully used undergraduate women in
science and engines co recruit high school girls into these fields.

Perhaps Elie mosi ffective role models for girls Lire vomcn or girls
just a few srages alit ! of chose in a terrain group. Girls mighr form
science clubs an both elementary and junior high levels no encour-
age chose in the lowc. grades: Social perceprions of accprance and
"blonging- could be srered, and the negative arrirudes developed
between ages 9 and 1 beameliorLired. During die early high
school years, girls shot.. I have Elie opporrumry ro speak with Mich
collegiare imdergraduare Lind graduare women in science as well as
professional female scienrisrs and engineers.

We can ill afford to ;Wow girls co receive second-rare education in
science. The rmijoriry of our students enroll in fewer science courses,
perform fewer science activities, achieve an lower levels in science
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classes, undei-sLiiid science less well: and h re net attinides about

the role of science in their And in se:iety. We Americans c:innot
cfevelop a large pittil of Skilled techniciah: scientists; and engineers
unless we overcome the discrePanCieS in science education for irk

The Stnitegies suggested to meet the recommended action can occur

in every science classroom. Perhaps conscious effOrts willbcneeded in
the beginning, but teachers; Counselors: and administra-

tors pnictice them, theSe Strategies become routine. The public's
recognition of inequities in science 'classrooms and the impleMenta:
non of remedial instructional and currictilar strategies :ire critical first

steps in dt..eloping an adequate pool of scientists and technicians.
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Do We Link School Science
With Industrial Resources?

Lynn W. Glass
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa

Businesses and industries are the primary beneficiaries of the skills
and abilities of our science graduates, while the population at large is
the primary beneficiary of the goods and services from businesses and
industries. This close interrelationship strongly suggests that the
science curriculum should meet the needs of persons who daily must
confront issues and problems in a highly scientific and technological
society. Now is the time for us science educators to begin a dialogue
with persons in businesses and industries:

An examination of the literature quickly makes it apparent that
businesses and industries want to be partners with educationand
without strings attached. Weaver, a manager with General Motors
Corporation; stated: [E]ducation can legitimately expect industry
to help insure the high quality of its mission with financial aid where
it is available, with professional expertise where it is helpful, with
cooperative job opportunities, internships, and other work experience
. . . [5 I Dayton 12], chairman of the Dayton-Hudson Corporation,
Honicky [4], a director at American Telephone and Telegraph, and
Cooke [1]; vice-chairman of the Economic Development Council have
echoed Weaver's statement in their calls for business-industry-educa-
tion cooperation.

The types of business-industrial-high school science education co-
operation can be grouped into five broad categories: personnel; equip-
ment and materials; facilities; employment; and finances. [ 3] This
discussion will focus on one area that can make the most immediate
impact on the science curriculum: employment of teachers by busi-
nesses and industries.

Employment of teachers in business or industry can be beneficial to
both employee and employer. [6 I The employed teacher learns about
an industrial process and the nature of an industrial or business career;
Laboratory and classrocm lessons are given 'altimension that cannot
be obtained from a textbook or college preparation. Learning b2comes
meaningful when abstract concepts are applied to real processes.
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Nforeover; the career dimewoon bee iiie much more meaningful and
realistic when one walks in the shoes of a person who has chosen the
selected held as a career: Employers also benefit. CarefU lly selected
and appropriately placed teachers can make a contribution to a profit
making organization.

Would this be a step toward the solution iif our crisis In science
education? The answer is vs. At present there is very little communi-_
Cation or cooperation he 1 persons in business Lind industry and
those in science editeation. Neither group knows the nature or re-

quirements Of the Other group. Yet each group is highly dependent
upon the other's product. For yearS, SticCeSSail vocational education
programs have- used advisory committees partially composed of mem-
bers from business and industry to determine goats and objectives and
the means to obtain them. Cooperative planning between N'oca:itirial
educators and persons tram business and industry has been Profitable
for both groups. Nioational educators have been able to design Fo-
gram; that focus on the development Of contemporary work skills and
habits. They also have enjoyed the support of the business and indus-
trial community as well as the community at large. On the other hand,
business and industry have benefited greatly by preparing a pool of

graduates to enter the work force. We in science education; however;
have not fared so well; our graduates are unable to apply concepts and

skills learned in the science classroom to their daily
in Britain, several well-thought-out chemistry programs, dei:eltiped

around ,ibu:;iii-es-indocry-educr:ition linkage; :Wow chemistry te:ichers
to work part-time in the Cheri-heal industry. The teachers then incor-
porate into their chemistry curriculum examples reflecting the indus-
trial uses of chemical processes. A large-scale effort to combine the
best features of the vocational education advisory bi;arcl and the
British model would he a significant step toward solving the U.S.
crisis in science education.

Selecting a few outstanding science teachers in every community to
work in a local business or industry could accomplish some auspicious

results:
the work experience would provide the basis to modify the con-

tent and activities in the science curriculum
the revised ceirriceileiiii iitfeilel reflect identifiable applications Of

science in local businesses and industries
graduates of such a revised curriculuM Weitild be in a position to

relate science to the philosophy that says -thrtitigh Science tit better
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students would better understand how science is used in their
world

Simiiarly, persons in businesses and industries would learri
hand of the problems facing science education. Most representatives

_

of businesses arid industries are willing to cooperate with educators in
seeking solutions to problems faced in education. As has been demon-
strated in vocational educatior ':oopera dye planning of goals and the
means to reach those goals results in a broad base of community
support for the program. Science education has not enjoyed this type
of support, since most members of the community; many of whom are
our graduates, do not know what we are attempting to accomplish:

The projected cost of this kind of solution to our crisis in science
education is another attractive feature of the proposed prograin in
these times of declining financial resources because there would be no
it to taxpayers. The teachers selected to participate in this program

be the participating businesses and industries: With
additional employment, the gross yearly income of participating teach-
ers would rise. The increased income, coupled with the responSibility
and recognition associated with curriculum development_, should help
school districts attract and retain outstanding teachers of science.

With curricula attuned to the uses of science, a broad base of com-
munity understanding and support, and science teachers' receiving
recognition and salaries commensurate with their training, we
anticipate some real solutions to many of the problems that have led
to our present crisis in science eductition. Ultiimitely, our purpose in
such an approach to teaching science is to have students experience
science as a viable human endeavor. They will see science as a means
to understand the world about them and it means to enhance the
quality of life for everyone.
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Do We Link School Science With
Local Community Resources?

Charles Coble
East Carolina University
Greenville, North Carolina

Sandy Shugart
Office of the Governor
Raleigh, North Carolina

As federal resources have been sharply curtailed in recent years, the
responsibility for developing initiatives it. science education has been
left to state and local governments. Many are calling for renewed
support from the federal government and for immediate responses
from the states; both of which may be necessary. But care mus,7 be
taken to avoid a short-lived, crisis response. There is a growing per-
ception that solutions to many of the problems in science and mathe-
matics education and the resources for implementing these solutions
can best be found at the 16 cal level. What is needed is an approach
which will involve a broad spectrum of community leadership to
mobilize local concern, develop significant understanding of the issues,
and identify local solutions and resources to address the particular
needs of science education programs.

Based on some initial experiments in North Carolina; our proposal
for development of locally based science education improvement proj-
ects involves the cooperative efforts of local schools, area colleges and
universities; local government, businesses and industry, and other
community groups.

The objectives of locally based programs for improvement would be
a. to work with existing community resources, including political,

business, scientific, and civic organizations; in the continued assess-
ment and improvement of science and mathematics education pro-
grams in local schools

b. to implement specific programs to improve teaching in these
subjects, increase student enrollment and performance, link the cur-
riculum and learning experiences to local resources and needs, and
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provide adequate instructional and laboratory resources for excellent
science and mathematics education

c. to maintain interaction between scientists, physicians; and engi-
neers on the one hand and teachers and students on the other

d. to stimulate teachers; principals; superintendents; school boards,
tnd parents to support an expanded role for science and mathematics
learning experiences for students in grades K-12

A locally based improvement project would involve both public and
private sector efforts to improve the quality of science and mathemat-
ics education. For each school system; a local resource team would be
assembled; consisting of school administrators, local business execu-
tives, teachers, scientists and engineers, physicians. parents, and col-
lege or university personnel. These teams would

1. assess the quality of the science and mathematics education
programs

2: define specific problems that could be addressed
3. develop strategies to solve these problems
4: identify the human and material resources that they could mobi-

lize to solve these problems
These resource teams should function on an ongoing basis.

Local improvement proiects in science in no way foreclose the
involvement of state and federal government in curriculum develop-
ment and program improvement. In fact; an essential by-product of
the local efforts is the kind of broad-based consensus and political
support necessary to sustain the states' and federal agencies' legiti-
mate efforts: Through the National Institute of Education, the U.S.
Department of Education, or the National Science Foundation, for
example, the federal government might _resume competitive funding
of local initiatives in science education. It could establish procedures
similar to the National Diffusion Network for certifying their effec-
tiveness; and disseminate information about effective programs by
sponsoring on-site visitations and institutes. States might contribute
by networking the local programs and using_them_to provide Informa-
tion for state policymaking in science and mathematics education.

There is evidence that local business and community leadersare
ready to form the partnerships necessary to take on Some of the
problems associated with improving science and mathematics educa-
tion. They recognize the need for employees who not only have better
technical skills in science and mathematics, but who also have the
ability to adapt and learn c n the job. They arc also reawakening to the
tact that investment in human potential; in the form of support for
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public education; is ultim:itelY in their iiVn best interest. There is a

growing awareness that the quality of science and mathematics in-

struction at all levels of education is linked to the benefits of economic
and technological griiWth: f j I

The issues associated With the need to improve science and mathe-

matics education are:becoining Well defined. l I J Initial responses to

these issues lire already underway. I 2 J Whit is ni!eded now is a mech-

anism to channel this interest into specific; prig. active improvement

programs and Iiing=terrn,_sustained commitment; rather than a
short-lived crisis response. We propose the development of locally
based improvement projects as a means for developing both imme-

diate strateg,les for improvement and the broad compunity consensus

required tor a sustained commitment to excellence in science edu-

cation.
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Do We Link School Science With
Nonschool Constituents?

William C. Ritz
California State University
Long Beach, California

There is an advertising message on television almost daily that
urges people to "reach out.- ScienCe educators need to take that mes-
sage to heart. In recent years; we seem to have failed to do so: We
haven't reached out to parents and other members of the community, ..

and they seem not to realize how serious the current problems of
science education are. We haven't reached out sufficiently to the non-
science student, and an important result of that failure is that too little
science is understood by people who will need it later in their lives:
And we haven't succeeded in reaching out to legislators at local, state,
and national levels to inform them about the importance of basic
science education. Inadequate support for science education can often
be traced to this lack of communication.

Reaching out to our various constituencies could be the most irn-
portant thing scivice educators need to do if things are ever going to
get better. For wit . mt.a strong base of support, school science pro -
grams at ill levels co ld continue to erode in the years ahead. Each of
us can; however, make a difference if we act now.

The process involves working with peopleAvle of all types and
ages: It begins with the recognition that most people really do like
science.. They might not like what some science courses have become,
or they might not like some of the -products:. of science, but they
really do like science! The evidence is there, right in front of us, if we
will only recognize it.

Item: Sale' of "popular" science magazines are at an all-time high;
as is the number of such jOurnals now available. In two years, for
example, the circulation of Discover magazine has groWn to 835,000;
its_publishers claim-that it is "still growing rapidly.-

Item: Attendance at science-oriented museums; exhibitions; and
centers has never: been higher.

Item: Television programs such as NOVA; Cosmos; the National
Geographic Specials, -and The Undersea World of facques Cousteau all
continue to receive high viewer ratings.
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CertainIS:, the evidence from these inforMal sources of learning is
clear: Americans are interested in science: We must capitalize on that
interest; because it can help us to get school-based science moving

again:
Where do we begin? One starting point Might be TO take a close

look at what makes science special to those whi read Science maga-
zines, attend science museums, and watch scientific tele-Vision pro-
grams. When we do; eletrieritS such as the following stand out

The topics dealt with are ones to which people can easily relate;

even if some of the topics seem esoteric at first, they ultimately have
meaning for the individual:

Science, technology, and other areas of knowledge are shown to
be interrelated; in popularized science few, if any- artificial boundaries

exist.
Content is handled in interesting; fun-Oriented ways; even seem-

ingly difficult nt is made understandable.
Strong emplLiSiS is placed on communicating effectiVely with the

viewer/ reader/learner; concepts ate eqflaint_d through clear illustra-

tions or engaging experiences.
CO ntrol;ersial issues arc- not avoided; pethapS because they seem

inherently. interesting M people:
The unanswered iltiestions of science serve as central points of

inquiry; science is nbt presented as a set of conclusions bat as a
continuing process of discovety.

f The human aspects of science and scientific research are highlight-

ed honestly; the ttend is away from Hollywood's SteteOtypical scien-
tist (a white-coated, pipe-smoking male who alwz:ys thirikS rationally)

and toward a realiStie representation. Scientists come from all groups

in society:
A. person doesn't have to be a "genius" in order to enjoy; appre-

ciate, and learn about science. The ticierv:e center in

San Francisco, ftit e.1;inriple, seems to have something for just about
everybody. ThiS dues nisi meal) -that the content is watered down
typically; the content stretches the Capabilities of the le:irner.

What can science educators learn front all this? How can we build a
wider and stronger constituency for science? The answers can be
summed up in the phrase which the telephone people have so success-.

- fully employed: "ReaCh out, and touch someone!" Each of us- must take

that phrase to heart by actively reaching out; a strong base of com-
munity supPortfor science will not simply build itself:

This base is composed of several, equally important constituencies:
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.gond Commun ity; including boards of ediacation, busi-

ness and industry, and the media: Think about the power that parents
can wield! What if a large niimber of parents in a community began to

press for more and beLter science? What if key business), industry
,groups in an area began to lobby intensively on behalf of science?
What could their support mean to the science program?

Sindoiti: After all; they are our clients. However, beyond required
they will enroll in science only if teachers work to attract

them. The quidity of school science determines in Itirge part how
strongly studeorS Will support it. Remember, too, that today's students
are tomorrow's parents, business leaders, and legislatiirs;.

1_,_,i,,idatHL Legislation strongly supportive of science education
dues 11,0 occur of its own accord. Certainly, we all know that we need
the support of legislators at all levels of government. Hat we can only
gain it --arid their confidence -by making a 1-0111111itMCIlt to work for

it

e Colic 1)1)111 teachers and adfoiill,tratori, They are
,

ItLICIK much larger than c. areand their strung support for

science would help enormously. To gain 4, we will need to show their
how science contributes to each area of the curriculum and how it
enhances the total education of students.

Belcher Teachers. There can he tin loubt that we need One
arhither'S fill! support during these challenging tirnes. That support
can take many different forms.

Clearly, 'science needs the support of each of these groups. Here arc
some ideas that can help us to earn the backing of each of these
constituencies.

iiith Parents and Com inuniti' Groups
A good deal of our responsibility here lies in providing helpful and

_

reliable inftirmation. Parents and others need to know how important
science is and. will be for their children: They should be reminded of
'the urgent need in science courses for lab activity and field trips.
Interestingly; when :idults tire asked what they remember best from
their school science; their most frequent recollections arc (if lab activi-

ties and field trips.
Parents also need to hear about die gi)od things that happen in

science claSSriiiiiiiS. While some of this information sharing can be
.accomplished through traditional "Parents' Night- programs other
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mechanisms also need to be explored. One ;drool invited fathers to
spend a halt day in school with their son or daughter. This approach
permitted fathers to participate ui science and other activities along-
side their children. The results of this program were very positive; for
both the school and the parents:

As we move increasingly into a new type of technological age,
business and industry are becoming more and more aware of the need
for strong school science prograMS. We need to reach out to these
groups by providing information, and making our needs known. They
can help by lobbying on behalf of more and better science; by provid-
ing financial or material support, by making human resources avail-
able, and by supplying information about careers.

Olt! ,Star ent:I'

We need to assess very carefully vhat \ye do in the name of science
in our classrooms. We need to popularize science without diluting
(iood science is anything but boring. Its an exciting and entertaining
enterprise to which millions of scientists and science teachers deqe
theirolessional careers. Our classrooms have to rei. ',lure that jos
and -entlitiSiaSiii.

This is certainly not the place to try to list .ill the things that could
he better in science classrooms. However; chose popular science maga-
zines, television shows, and museums do suggest several avenues
worth pursuing.

'c need to relate science more closely to the things important to
-,tudents. Should.ni.it biology courses focus more on human beings and
bioscience concerns and issues? Issues such as genetic engineering, the
inheritance of human genetic detects; and human rm:dical xperimn-
tan:in are inherently interesting to young people, they should not be
ignored in the dissroom. Would not the studv of forces and vectors be
more inrerestin.g it it were dealt with iii the C011teXt of a real human
problem such as the use nonuse of automobile seat belts? In chemis-
try, win, fbit place more emphasis on topics relating to basic environ-
mental Concerns?

111Cd to treat science as a sores iit as-yetTunansweredquestions
about the universe:. often, present curricula seem to suggest that
everything is already known; and that all students aced to do is mem-
orize a body of facts: tittvients must be led to realize that what they
learn is helpful in org:Mizing information, lint that Al knowledge is
rentative--being continually s(ibjected to testing and re%ision. When
scientists memorize information, they do so in order to rest other,
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still-unanswered questions. Memorization is a vehicle, rather an
end in itself. Classroom teachers need to make chat distinction clear:

We need to cmpnasize science process and manipulative skills
vliich can help, students :liter they leave school Better observers make

b-etter citizetis, better physicians, better auton-iobile mechanics and
better p:irents. Science skill~ :ilso help students to become better deci-
sion makers: and society never exhausts its need for people Skilled in
m:iking decisions:

_

We need to c our students the human keel. The research
literature Ha% eS little doubt that this is vital: Students do better when
thee kiiiw that care. \X/hich teachers do you remember best, and
how did they influence you with regard to their tillbiCCIS?

OUt tr, 1.cgi.dat ors
E.cy,k1.1tUrS IMISt write and vote on a variety of legislative issues.

anetimes their understanding of the concerns of science and science
edi:ation can be incomplete. The story, probally pocryphal,thacone
state legislature passed a bill to change the valiic of pi to 3.00 in order
to simplify computations illustrates the point: Legislators need a bet-

.

tut- understanding of the problems and issues of aence and science
education. The efforts of science cduca,ors to H 1111 those in public
office about science---chrough correspondence or telephone contact
ar important. In sonic cases, these efforts to inform can be crucial.

Out to Our.Nimiciclicc Co17c,it,,u-cs
It is essential that science teachers gain the support of school

administrators at all levels, as well as that of (,:her school personnel
iiiii directiv in% id ed with science. -Reaching out- to administrators
primarily means keeping them informedinformed about the role of
science in the total curriculum; about the needs of a good science
croffrarr.. Ind about what science courses can and cannot accomplish.
:icliiiiniStrators to whom we demonstrate the value of new teaching,
learning materials, texts, or equipment are more likely to be support-
ive. The research is very clear: Effectke principals help teachers
programs improve. We can help principals to become more effective
by keeping them informed about the things that are important in
science education.

Arriiirig the Other school personnel not directly involved with sci-
nnce: perhaps none is more important than the guidance counselor. 13y
virtue of their unique position, counselors strongly influence students.
We need to work with guidance personnel to keep them better

5
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informed about science; science instruction; and science career oppor-
tunities: This is a potent constituency which we have to enlist on our
side.

Cooperation with teachers of other subjects is also essential. They
need to understand what science cours.zs are about, and we need to

develop ways of collaborating with them to ria.l the total education
of students more efficient iinci effective: Some teachers seem to believe
that their subject is the most important; and science teachers can be as
guilty as any of this misconception._ Reaching out to other teachers
involves communicating with them about a variety of i3sues, including
was to coordinate curricular guals. There is a great need to make
studies in one scrbiect produce positive impacts in other subject areas
as well. All this is in the best interest of our students:

Reaching Out to Other Science Teachers
It always has been important for science teachers to reach out to

one another, and organizations such as NSTA play a pivotal role in
makini.; that possible: But in times such as these; it is even more
important for us to maintain strong ties: Each of us has wor:hwhile
ideas for making what we teach more meaningful; but far too many of
those ideas are lost because we fail to share them with colleagues.

Moreover, in these challenging times, none of us is 11111111.211& to the
malady called teacher burnout One condition fostering that malady
is the isolation that each of us senses at times. We have too few
opportunities to engage in conversation with colleagues who share
our dreams, our concerns, and our anxieties. One Wa' to head ()ft- at

severe case of science reacher burnout is to renlaI n in ,ICCIVC contact
with other science teachersfrom other districts and schools as well
as within our own school: Reach out and establish those contacts!

"Vhi: suggestions offered here arc quite simple. However, what
seems so simple to do is often perceived as not worth doing How
car ,,,mething as mundane as that help?" However, these very small

lien taken together; can make a big difference. We cannot
change Al of ed1iCatiiiii bt ourselves, but can cope with the things
within our reach. By influencing some little piece of the world, we can
indeed make some worthwhile things happen. The problems of the
1980s are complex ones for, which no simple solutions exist. 01ir
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taskyours and mineis to do those things within of r reach that can
help: So let's not wait: Let's accept one or more of these challenges
and help get science on the move once again!



B. PROGRAM CONCERNS

De We Include the Essential Aspects of Science
In Our Definition of School Science?

Fletcher Watson
Harvard University
Cambridge, Niassachusetts

The te.i-cher in the classroom Is the image of science before the
pupilS. Science teachers are emissaries who carry the message. Those
who write curricula, textboOks, and the other Materials of instruction
are remote and can at icSt rely upon a limited personal experience
wIci, certain schools and certain groups of students. They attempt to

pupil:; and places, but they have hinitations to their pet--

spect;ves:
Therefore, it is Of Utmost importance to consider the teacher's

image of science. Docs the teacher sec science as an unending search

to cre.tte stability in our images of tht world; Of relations among the
Myri.id, apparently discrete things anal happenings in the world of
expc-Hence, Of Seat-Ch for the "hickien hkenesse,s coLIched in novel
and abstract terinS? Or does the teacher view science as .t body of

knowledge. cbmplete, which is het- or his responsibility to
pass along to pupils as part of their cultural heritage? This will govern
the te,icher's approach- In the clzissroom :is -convergent" a CIOSCd book

tilled With ri ht .itiswei-s-; or "divergent; a way of asking and 'An-

swering questions for the time being.
Ntimbv and RUSsell have recently asked, will the teacher encour-

-.

ige a view of science that is -rational, moral, and .ifithentic?' Speedi-

t-WV, the teacher emphasize that science I as its limitations, not

only ill observations and abstract in-:t erY but also of domain, and that
science is only one way of reaching rational views,. such as those 111

hi Nititil) T Russell A ( ntrun,q1 (airriculurn for the Natural Sciences, in

.Vt:: )t,t/ )ottt t; tor 1br Study 1:chic:at:fon Ycarbooi ic.illeago: The University nh

Lltiaap, Press, 198;1, p I IT
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history? Also; some of us Might believe that the domain of science
does riot include many important aspects of life such as beauty; hope;
Lind love. The criteria we use for evaluating our perceptions have
different rationales, depending upon the context. Science is only one
of se. .t-al rationalities and is applicable only in certain contexts.

Munby and Russell consider the role of moral judgments
in school science. Whilc many argue that teaching the interrelation-
ship between science and society through technology is an essential
obligation of the science teacher, perhaps shared with the social stud-
ies teacher; we must ask whether the teacher is willing and able to
consider topics that have strong moral overtones. In the development
of the teacher, have there been opportunities for personal involve-
ment in discussions that have no clear answers of -right" and

. wrong
Mtiriby and Russell make a third point, on the authenticity of much

that passes as science in the classroom. When it appears occasionally,
the history of science is presented briefly as a success story with little
consideration of alternative conceptualizations or false leads: Usually
these are unknown to the teacher.

The view of science rn the classroom is created by the teacher and
mirrors the views of that teacher. In general, college courses empha-
size a narrow view for future scientists. Later; one develops a broader
view of science as a way of knowing and an understanding of the
relations between science and society. Thosc who observe such a grad-
ual development have a responsibility to provide opportunities for
consideration of the larger role of science in the education of all
people t most of whom will not become scientists).



Do We Expect School-Science to Nurture Creativity?

Paul Brandwein
Director of Research
Harcourt Brace Jovanoyich,

Stent, writing in Scientific American, finds a commonality in the
traits of artists and scientists. [9j He emphasizes that scientific State-
MentS -pertain mainly to relations between public events," where-

attiStS' statements "pertain mainly to relatiOns between private
events of affe-ctive significance." He posits that the transmission of
information and the perception of meaning in that information con-
stitute the central content of both the arts and the sciences. A creative
at on the part of either an artist or a scientist would mean his or her
fiitmulatiOn of a new meaningful statement about the world; an addi-

tion to the accumulated Capital of what is sometimes called our cultur-
al heritage.

In seeking hidden likenesses in the work of scientist and artist,
Stent defines creativity in a way that requires emphasis: The creative

_ _
act addS new and meanin,i,,ful works to the culture: For the practices of
schooling; the term "creativity" is ambiguous and is used variously to
describe (a) behaVibrs that are beyond the norm for a particular grade;
(b) acts of inquiry that are "new" to the activity expected of the young,

o r (c) acts of discovery (the results of different acts of inquiry) which
delight and surprise teachers and parents: In this discussion; the crea-
tive act Will refer to works that add new and meaningful statements to
the culture, or works directed at securing new judgments or new
presentations of generalizable knowledge. Indeed, Bell defines knowl-

e dge as consisting of "new judgments (scholarship and research) or
new presentations of older judgments (teaching and textbooks)." [ I I_

Giftedness as an attribute will refer to those judged to be capable of

such creative acts.
Early in my work, I became interested in particular traits of scien-

tists which seemed to characterize the scientific mode and manner as
distinguished from that of other workers, say artists, businessmen,
and others. Shortly after high school graduation; Isecured employ-
ment in the Littauer Pneumonia Research Laboratory: Through the
kindness of the direct-ors of this and, later, other laboratories; I was
able to pursue my undergraduate and graduate work in the sciences
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while I did research in these laboratories. Having had early experience
with artists, I was impressed with what then seemed to me, as an
adolescent, t' be specific differences in the personality traits of scien-
tists and artists and heir approaches to their work; When I began
teaching; I continued my studies; focLising on the traits of junior and
senior high school students who selected science as a career. I also
directed attention to the kinds of programs (that is environments)
that might effect and influence such career choices. I wondered: Were
thcrc any t ratty, that could be detected early, which were lleCe.rsaly and
fir/tic-tent tit thL; development of yount.,,sters -especially skilled
inquiry and thus those who might become Scientists?

A bibliogr:iphy of early papers relating to this question is found in a
collection Of papers by Brandwein, Metzner, Morholt, Roe, and Rosen:
1 A I Metzner reports HI that Cooley 151, using my data, "concluded
that the is no simple entity that may be called science ability.-
However, Cooley 151 indicated (as Ntetzner substantiates) that the
most re:isonable approach appears to be "self-identification with free
flow in or out of any _given program for the talented; individual

uidance then plays an InIp011ant rule iihenerer reliable information
becomes available" (italics mine). This substantiatesBrandwein's ear-
lier hypothesis 121, reaffirmed in a continuing study 131, that self-
ideritification c:ir;ilyzed by i demanding instructional program permit-
ting original experiment:il work in the 3 chow' laboratory' might pkiy,

a role in File development of young scientists:to-be. Metzner, how-
ever; is clear in his conclusions that no single technique has been

that n fill identiiy students who are gifted in biolO;L,,y, or other
sciences, with complete accuracy or reliability" Hi (author's italics).
Perh:ips the discussion to. folio amends this conclusion somewhat:

The works of (;etzells :ind:'Vickson16 1 :Ind of Torrance 1101 indicate
that a high level of general intelligence (as meashred in the I.Q. ) does
nor- as--R1--)e- 181 :ifs() concludes; ensure creative behaeior, which seems
to involve f:ictois other th:m those studied through tea,.. i,t gener:il
intelligence. In fact, for purposes of identifying scientists -ro-be the
term crc,att r bchar tor can he replaced by in effective inqiiiry;''
on this, see :Its() Roe. 181) The observations of Brapdwein 1 2,3_1

confirm many findings that three personality factors need to be consid-
ered in assessing the schooling and education that nurtures scientists-
to-be. These three factors are described as quesnng (of a skeptical
view of :iccePted positions which also ernbodic, what is generally
called curiosity); "persistence" jor a degree of independence which
sustains effort); as well as a "key factor- (or the environment of

6J
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psychological safety and freedom necessary for experience in experi-
mental work in science provided by a teacher). True experimental
work, which calls forch -questing- and -persistence- within an envi-
ronment of -psycho aigical safety and freedom'' can indeed be useful in
probing the kind of knowledge one is not supposed to know.'' 171

A spectrum of traits characteristic of -developing scientists:. is de-
scribed by Brandwein; Metzner; and Roe. 12,4;81 Based on observa-
tions of 10-1 schools with programs for the gifted; four assumptions
were made in the 1962 study by Brandwein et a/. 1-i1:

I. We may assume that, in those schools where the freedom to
investigate is highly characteristic of the curriculum and teaching
there exists a greater opportunity for students to learn the methods
and advantages of the investigator's life. (For ''investigate,'' read
-inquiry...)

2. We may assume -;that opportunities for early identification of
potential investigators wil! occur in those communities where the
schools make opportunitic,. 1;r investigation early in the school career;
that is; in the elemcntary schools.

3. We may assume that where there is a broad approach to the
curriculum; th:: more favorable will be the enaronment fbi- investi-
gation.

1: We may assume that when the -p:itrern of the school encour:
ages and rewards individual responsibility for hpersonal. _.e.Tavior and
stimukites development of independent scholarship; the stimukition.
of individual investigation will be greater.

In our continuing effort to secure a tenable hypothesis that might
shed light on the self-selection of scientists- to -be, we note this point:
Of a group of 624 students who participated in the science program at
Forest Hills, New York 121; 62 were selected for further observation
as ..-ht ::xperimental group (rating above on an inventory of traits
c,;!. wring them to working scientists); and 62 served as controls;
ratir. below 3 on the inventory. The 62 experimentals and the 62
cone; were matched in I.Q. and general scholastic average.

At '',is point; some 30 years after the initial study; from still-
elimi..ary study of those who have been followed; it appears that 22
the experimental group of 62 have committed themselves to scien-

,,ic resear,J,; and 13 have committed to 1--'-inological fields in the
sr aof sc; -nc 2. Tw Ave committed themselves to teaching science in

high scho;As. Among the 62 "controls" (tentatively selected as
probbly intending careers other than science or technology); 6 are in
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scientific research, 8 are in technological fields, 6 are in [caching
science in the high schools. An unsurprising buruseful finding is: Our
of 6-, I have been able to observe at work and to interview ar this
period in the continuing study the 28 working scientists; and i I our of
the I'. ,'!ugineers are people who in their schooling were persistent
and almost indefatigable in purvuing cxperime nt al work probing
uniu1i ra probl m v. They used an inquiry approach on the highest.
levels.

The operation called -doing an experiment- involved work in solv-
ing a problem for which a soiation was not in the literature. This was
so arrested b' working scientists. Further, in interviews, the 28 work-
ing scientists were still able to recall their early pleasure in pursuing
experimer al work. (This; of course; calls upon abilities and traits of
pers, snality different from those required by the usual laboratory exer-
cise.) They also recalled the effect this had on their decision to pursue
a scientific career.

For instance, an experiment as compared :Ind contrasted with a
laborarory exercise) rakes much ivu rink, often a year or more. It
calls on a constant interplay of intelligence and imagination; as well as
on personal abilities to plan, quest, persist, and endure conflict; nor to
say failure and discouragement. It is, thus, an operation in which the
young experimenter is rested not only for scientific abilities, bur also
for complementing personality traits. In addition; conducting an
experiment calls upon additional facilities in the school or home
environment as well as on particular traits of the reacher.

Sum ma ty
An environment conducive to the conduct and completion of au

least one. experiment as compared :Ind contrasted with the usual
laboratory exercises might well be included in curricular str(iregies and
instrucri anal ,:::crics.

The lib:I-a:Are is sparse on what seems to be a special ability; a high
level of' skill in scientific inquiry. A siifficienr number of the papers
rend to support- the posbilares recounted here, and none oppose these
ideas. C.nly; we are obliged to consider the nature of the critical
impact ; nce and technology in the dec:ides to come. It is an
obligarior () the schools to develop an environment that gives scope
to the vour: who would become scientists.

6
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Do We Tap the Individual Uniqueness of
Students in School Science?

Hans 0. Andersen
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

-But, actually; I did not teach freshmen. I taught attorneys, bankers;
big businessmen, physicians, surgeons, iudges, congressmen, gover-
nors, writers, editors, poets, inventors, great engineers, corporation
presidents; railroad presidents, scientists; professors; deans; regents;
and university presidents. For that is what those freshmen are now;
and of course they were the 'same ... then.- [51

That there are varieties of chiidren, with great varieties of interests
:Ind ever g _.ater varieties of yet-to-be-defined career opportunities, is
well-established. And times have changed! Jobs that were once easy to
find and appropriate for students who had dropped out of school;
without math; science; or computer science skills, are now petformed
by machines. The choice has become an either-or choice: Either pro-
vide people with math, science, and computer science skills, or sup.:
port people bec:iuse they Will be unemployed and, due to basic skill
deficiencies; unemployable.

Literature supporting the claims that learners vary widely and that
instruction generally has a differential effect can be found in almost
every issue of :ill our professional journals. There are the left-brained,
right-brained; factual, conceptual; intuitive; persistent, reflective; and
impulsive learners. The many varieties of learners are; largely; taught
by identical instructional methods. As has often been predicted; this
results in high correlations (typically about +.70) between pre- instruc-
tion aptitude scores and postmstruction :ichieve Merit scores. When
the kind, qiiality, :Ind quantity of instruction are varied according to
learner needs; however; afmost all learners achieve mastery of the
subject: [ 2 1_

Financial constraints might prohibit us at the moment from indi-
vidu:illy tailoring instruction.for each learner. However, the pr:icticial-

feiii;ibility, necessity, irid real value of doing so should be mad&f
known: Individual achievement must become our primary objective.

The thought of providing an inch% Huai instructional prescription
for each child is daunting when ,the school budget barely provides
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enough money for the science textbook; when 35 students are placed

in a 2.i-student laboratory, when the subject the teacher is teaching is
not his or her area of concentration, and when the only software for
the classroom's sole computer is of dubious value. Hitt we cannot hide

behind excuses when we know that much has already been accom-
plished that w,ould allow us to provide for Smile, if not all, individual
differences in most crassrc,m1s. For example, consider the curriculum
materials designed after fputnik, when we assumed that really "good

science' -that is, science as it is practiced in the labor:Jory----- would be
inherently interesting to all students. Today, many claim the post-
Sputnik curriculum reforms have failed. We have discovered that
some teachers couldn't or didn't teach science in a manner consistent
with the curriculum philosophy. li I Further, some parents preferred
the rhetoric of conclusion to which they were siilijcied as youngsters
and which they forgot. We found that sonic students prefer memoriz-
ing to thinking, probably because students are not provided ample
opportunity to practice thinking. In fact, the post-Sputnik curriculum
efforts may actually nave had considerable success. Recent studies

report that "students who plan scientific and engineering careers are
receiving an adequate educational foundation- in spite of the declining
emphasis on science and Mathematics. 131 This finding supports the

claim that the alphabet curricula probably arc' excellent for students
planning science careers. fience,thealphabet science curricula should

-i7(4 be discarded; althoti:Ji they clearly need to be modified. We Mould
ask: Have certain curricula and instructional approaches facilitated
significant science achievement? Can we identify learners who _have
and learners who have notbeen helped by the curricula? Will other
variables facilitate learning among other kinds of learners? Are there
defined problems that learners will face in life that a knowledge of
science will help them solve? Can we prepare problem solvers-d

The answer to each of these questions is Yes! What reiri.:ins is the
task of i.issembling the puzzle pieces and matching, the student to the
appropriate variety of instructionthe variety that begins the student
altig a patii of purpose and success leading to science achievement;

like others 16k I have assumed that the science-related problems
that reople will face in fife arc known, I have assumed that schooling
and education> should prepare learners who have the desire and

ability to come to grips with these problems. Furthermore; I believe
that schooling organized around student interests and the solution of
science- related; real-life problems will facilitate learning among all
varieties of learners. That is why I argue for curricular variety.
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Some will learn science i,.:st if they study science as history-ta
history of ideas: of people and their irquiries; and of success through

-persisteta.e.Others \ learn science best by studyin the inventions
made by te.e fir. :6gistsusing science. Others will find futuristic science
:ippealing. Some \vill be attracted Co the beauty of the patural world
and wish to 2xplor science from an aesthetic viewpoint. Others will
need a philosophical approach: And some will gain s, i-Hce apprecia-
tiOriby relating science and mathematics. I I

There are' Varieties Of learners as well as 'arietfesot science curric-
Lila. Ideally, learners could be matched to curricula by interest. As Tyler
indicated 7 interest is the point for departure: Get learners inter-
ested, keep them interested, and nothing will stop them from learning
he significant science they need for sLiccessful life in a democratic and

technological society.
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Does Science Teacher Preparation Nurture
Effective Scietice Teaching?

Leon Ukens
Towson State University
Towson, Maryland

Does the training of science teacher; nurture effective science
teaching? This question refer.; not only to the uraining of the subject
matter specialists we find in most secondary schools, but also that of
the elementary generalist. This training includes the curriculum taken
by preservice, and to some extent inservice; teachers as -well as the
curriculum they w nl be expected to teach.

Science ought to be a favorite subject because it includes a naturally
motivating element; namely; tangible materials. Young children pos-
sess natural curiosit:, which attracts them to tangible things, but as
they get older they become less motivated by curiosity. So what
happens to this motivation? Carl Sagan 13 commented; "'People have
been taught that they are too dumb to understand science." Two
important variables the young child encounters in school are the

teacher and the curriculum: These two variables, '!'d to be examined.
Prospective teachers take college scic . . and these courses

vary considerably. According to a recent . [cachets became
turned off to science because the format t.turses kills curios-
ity. College isn't the first place where su, h disappointing courses are ;

encountered; they are present in many pre. 'I;(ge schools. It teachers
teach the way they were taught, then the way these college courses are

taught becomes increasingly significant.
A lecture-lab foi,nat characterizes nearly all college science courses.

The lecture precedes laboratory exercise!, that develop from it and
verify it. What is generally considered important in these t rses is

memorizing facts, plugging numbers into lormulas, and writing up
little-understood laboratory reports. Seldom are students taught by,

any method resembling an inquiry-based approach, which would re-
quire original thinking. The preservice teacher majoring in science
usually sees the inquiry method for the first time in a science teaching
methOds courseand by that time; it is too late! College : ,ents

taught this way then proceed to teach their secondary school students
just as their professors taught them! The spirit of inquiry is missing
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because it yeas nevcr really discovered. The same can be :oci for
preservice elementary teachers-, except that they have the additional
problem (if knowing even less eiintent.

Memorize dos, compute that is the message passed on down to
precollege students. It is no wonder that students are not motivated u(
learn science and d( r not pursue it. These circumstances have persisted
tor a long time.

The ClirrieUlum Niijo:ts of the I9 (10s and li)'Os made excellent
attempts to change nos. Flow successful were they? Shvmansky, Kyle,

and ,(klport j I looked at research studies reporting on the cit., of
the activist ," ented: clement:11y programs of

..once Curriculum In-o,rovement
(SOS; -A Process Approach (S-APA ; in the perfor-
m Alec areas of si nem achievement, attitude, pro :ess skills, related

.(:, ity, and Piagetian tasks. They state, -Our quantitative
s,( .

(4 the research ,learly shows that students in these pro-
grams ire, liked science more and improved their skills

rhan did students in tr.ulitional, textbook-based classrooms.-
s r_ruly ail impressive result. But v teachers never used these

(,(( 'wets even in their l(eytia and even fewer arc using them now. I I I

Another study comparing inquiry-oriented teaching and expository,
teaching, with the procedures spelled OM in detail, found that ninth
:graderS_ Litight by the inquiry method did better than the exposirory.
group LI areas of 1.Q. gains, intellectual development gains, and
:ichievemnt. i

This is where we need to start. It we can keep the natural curiosity
of our students alive by going back c() these curricula and using them
iii the way they 11 'ere intended to be used we %%All be (m our way to
improving scientific literacy. Some science educators and other con-
cerned people think that we can solve the problem of unprepared
teachers simply by increasing the number of required science courses.
Instead. we should I( Hik at how these courses are taught. More is not
itetscs.ii-ily better: ,

t, increases in die number of required courses
migh-t aggravate d 'Mble111.

One shady, develiiped.im the learning cycle model of SCIS in physi-
cal science hot preservice teachers, showed that ;ill. students increastd
their intellectual development; but resist'. varied on attimdcs toward
St.ience and science teaching: 161 Flos ide Furl, tibia might haVe
occurred bee..tise this was the first course of its kind that massy iif
these students hail had.

Teachers Are, ly in the cla,sroom present yet another problem.
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Realistically; their motivation to go back to college is at least some-
what tied to the potential for increased salary that accompanies addi-
tional credits and degrees. Usually it means they must take course-
work at the f raduate level. However, if teachers' academic preparation
has been inadequate, rile rigors (if advanced courses are beyond them
and probably wouldn't be very helpful. This is especially true for the
nonscience majors now reaching science. What may be needed are
beginning level courses taught n MTh: v format for graduate
credit, but .erring such course, yd by college science depart-
ments and university currici: ittees is nearly impossible.
Tlius by cloaking themselves :ual chrism, our colleges and
universities arc adding to the pi of the inadequately prepared
inservice teacher. This problem is especially acute for elementary
teaeherS.

Flow can we change the notions of our subject matter-oriented
colleagues' Academic scientists aren't going to change :heir minds
easily. After all, they say science includes rigorous subject matter and
Should be treated with rigor. If this is the established attitude; then all
the funding we can secure for science education isn't going to help
much. The road to success isn t an easy to Those of us in colleges
and universities have our \vork cut out for us.
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Does a Teacher's Knowledge Improve
His oz Her Science Teaching?

Burton E. Voss
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Several researchers have already contributed to the determination
of the kinds of labbratory teaching competencies science teachers need
to teach a modern science course. In the .most complete investigation
of bioloy laboratory teaching competencies 121; Kredzer examined
the _five most extensively used biology textbooks and developed a
preliminary list of /) lab teaching; skills essential to teaching a first
course in high school biology. The gat of competencies was then sent
to 189 biology ;rhers who had received the National Association of
Biology Teacher,' Outstanding Biology Teacher Award (OBTA). The
teachers were asked to rate each technique as to its importance for
biology teaching, on a scale: highly essential, 5; essential, i; of average
value; 3; of little value, 2; and of no value,). They were also asked to
add techniques that did not appear on the list. A final list of 60
techniques was synthesized from responses of 125 of the OP fA
winners.

Samples of biology competencies from the Kreuzer study include
the following.

Prepare an-infusion such as a hay or peppercorn infusion:
Make use of the technique of paper chromatography.
Perform an activity that demonstrates osmosis._
Make use of a technique for extracting chlorophyll, and other pi.,

Incurs, from leaves:
Prep -ire stlutions of various molar concentrations; for example; a

0.1M soclitim hydroxide solution.
Dissect a frog in order to study its internal structure, organs, and

systems.
Collect and ;malyze samples of .t-esh ..vater.
Experiment to study phototropism in plants:
Observe the heartbeat of daphnia or another small organism)

under a microscope, and investigate the effects of various tempera-
tures; stimidants, or depress:oats on the he;ntbeat rate.
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Perform :t bacteriological analysis of water or milk products or
other food products:

In addition to the biology competencies, chemistry, physics, and
Earth science laMilperenctes were developed :t: d validated by teachers
in those subjects who tillperv:scd student tc., Viers in sciei...e. Samples
from each group billow:

Eard) (OMPCICnCit'l.
1)ctermine the Li( ty t)f different objects.
Ntake a dernonstr::f ion I()g bottle:
Identify rocks and minerals by physical and /or chemical tests,
Derminstrate rotation :Incl revolution of each planer (example:

show day. night. seasons, and planetary motion).
Demonstrate the relative humidity.
Set up a model Co investigate 1110VCI111 itr through particles

of different sizes; measure rate at Wil !di ter I ISCS through coarse
:Ind fine sand, and graph data.

Cncini,ny Compctoicics
Ca ICUlate a molecular weight from laboratory measuremer.
Construct different kinds of molecular modc.l.s.
Demonstrate electrical conductivity.
Determine vapor pressure; boiling point, :tnd freezing poi U

Study factors affecting rates of reaction.
Determine an eqUilibrium constant experimentally.

0,mperciicici
(Ise linear air track to illustrate and maI:e measurements of:

ut.accelerated :iccelerated motion
conservation of momentum
inelastic and elastic collisons
conservation of energy
simple inbtion

With Polaroid camera, photograph various motion phenomena
using St robOSO)ptc techniques.

I sing classical experiments, measure: the quantization of electric

pure

charge (Milli's:Ill's experiment) the ratio of charge to mass of the
eft:« run.

Two ;-ecent .lies further describe needed laboratory teaching
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competencies: Volt mer and james l 31 list 60 labor.i., ry teaching com-
petencies viewed as essential by science educan,.-.i. it.;-2 following
safety and operational competencies were ones for which students
received tine raring.

Cop:: t,tncic.
Harliiling, storage, disposal of iaboracory substances and chemicals
Knowledge Of correct ,nd ,ncorrect proceclures to 11:111die student

inj, ries

operationa/ /if petencic,
Microcomputer use
Recording; mercurial aneroid barometer use
Telescope use
Adjustment of the pH of a solution no a new level
Serial dilution techniques
Aquatic collection techniques, including plankton, bottom fauna,

large organisms
Culturing and maintaining daphnia; planaria and drosophila in the

classroom
Use of single-lens reflex camera
Preservation

oft plants and anirrialS kir display and use H the
laboratory

Chemical analysis of water to determine the presence of phos-.
phases, nitrates, acids, gases, and minerals

Field equipment use
Construction, procurement, and improvement of low-bLidget and

homemade equipment
Use of teaching aides and student assistants in c' , laboratory

ication and use of resource people; materials community
Evaluation of student progress in lose laborattn ft :rig attitude mea-

sures and cognitive tests

Rc.wional Science Education Centers
Cobbins developed a list of 68 laboratory and field skills essen-

tial for sc:aftidary school biology teachers. This list was sent to 238
secondary cool and college biology instructors for validation, and as
a result 58 skills were identified as c :seminal.

Knowledge about what skills are i,ecessaiy for science learning dOCS
iii it riteLiri, htiwe-er, that these skills are available or put m use. The
concern fur the improvement of laboramry science teaching points to

7
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the necessity'of establishing regional t. ience education centers. These
centers should be staffed by scientists, science educators, and science
teaching counselors: Support for the centers would be on a three-year
basis, with most funding through the National Science Foundation
t NSF). Centers would be approved by means of competitive bids to
NSF. Industry, local school districts, and science equipment suppliers
might support the centers as well.

Ideally; such centers would be attached to a university. The primary
focus of each center would be to update the teaching skills of teachers
who had not been properly prepared or who were no longer profes-
sionally current. Some teachers would be enrolled for an academic
Year; while others could he enrolled for a summer Institute only. The
teacht..tN w{ttild receive new science content instruction and, in particu-
lar, lab, tratory competency instruction: After their science and science
skill preparation, follow-up assistance in the local school could then be
given by each center through a science teacher counselor progr,1111.
Such an ongoing program could have immediate and long-term results
in improving secondary school teaching.
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Do We Tap the Potential of Continuing Education
As a Source to Strengthen Teachers?

Vincent N. Lunetta
The UfliVerSity of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

John Penick
The University of Iowa
'owa City, Iowa

Over the past 25 yc.. , pillions of dollars and much effort have
been invested in the development of science curricula. We have
learned from that experience, learned that we cannot build -teacher-

curricida and that good teachers iirecentritf in motiyitting
stikknts rind in promoting science learning. We .ilso have confirmed
ill.: there is more to good reaching than being an expert in a science
discipline a id that poorly qualified teachers provide less-than-optima
learning experiences for students. Unfortunately for us today, even
fewer reaChers are properly qualified for science teaching than was the
case 2 5 years ago.

A number of factors contribute e being well qualified arid prciiiiiite
profess;om I growth and renewal among science teachers. We shall
highlight only the centril role of continuing education in encouraging

prOfessional renewal, and competence in science education.
W belle,e a competent and professional teacher is more than a

trained technician. A professional is aware of problems; rationally
assesses those problems, digests available information; envisions solu-
tions, in iket; decisions, :Ind takes iipprt, ri.ue action in the classroom.
This reacher-iniriared action leads ro the resolution of problems and
promotes learning appropriate for individual students. Such profes-
sional analysis; sensitivity; rind resolution is not automatic, nor is it
present in the majority of beginning teachers; even those from good
preprofessional programs:

The level of professionalism, Lompetence, and expertise that we
expect probably is best developed through_ appropriate continuing
education experiences. A very visible example emerges from prelimi-
nary analyses of the NSTA Search for Excellence in Science Education
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(SESE) study. (The NSTA Focus On Excellence monograph series
provides details on 50 exemplary programs in science education,
nationwide.) Teachers in SESE exemplary science education programs
generally have been active participants in long-term continuing edu-
cation and have taken personal action in developing their own curric-
ula and creating an environment conducive to professional growth.

Continuing Ecificationdi
Good professional experiences in continuing education depend on

time for reflection and svmhesizing experiences and ideas. A sensitive
system of mentors can greatly increase the power of a teacher's expe-

rience as well. Appropriate continuing education alternatives can
include

I. working an areas relevant to the science discipline taught, for
example; in industrial, medical, or research laboratories,

2: participating in discipline-relevant programs to higher education,

such as science education, science, or computer applicatums
conducting or participating in research on clic teaching-learning

prOCCS; as it relates to science or science teaching
A. being involved in extended curriciiliim development or adapta-

tion and evaluation
-7). being a coordinator or principal support person for a major

curriculum implementation effort
6. developing appropriate curriculum enrichment materials: such as

computer-assisted instructional activities and simulations, laboratory
investigations; personalized experiences, and concept applications,

exchanging positions for one semester with a teacher in another

region or country
8. ,crying as a supervisor or instructor in a prescrvice teacher

education program
9. teaching courses for tnservice teacher education

10: taking major responsibility in a regional or national professional

science or education association
I I. being a major contributor to a hook or other resource published

by an established nublisher

Many other a inuing education alternatives are available locally.
We should point out that while we anticipate some variation in the
duality and intensity of various alternatives, they are intended to he
more than just high-quality; relevant. alternative experiences. Pro-
Trwting professional renewal: development, and maturity is our main
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goal. To the probability of soh de elopment, we must
include of :,ortrnities to process new information and to synthesize
and apply nrormation and world views to the local school setting
and currictilw.,

Professional associations like NSTA should act assertively in join-
'vernment agencies and other professional associations to set up

cducationalternatiyes of the highest quality. Iii addition,
an organization like NSTA can function as a source of information
about such alternativesibout 'creative model progr.ams, and about
what is happening in various locations. Communities and iu.ganiza-
tions with valuable information about alternatives :ire more likely to
envision.additional relevant activities and projects that can be under-
taken locally. They might then bci)2,in participating in this important
[laminal movement which is in the best interests of local education
,ind of commcnity growth and deveiopment.

NSTA and other organizations must act to promote an environ-
ment in which teachers are considered mature professional:;. Preser-
v ice teacher education and licensing are oilly rudimentary in this cycle
of professional growth, maturation, and continuing education. In a
complex technological age; it is naive to believe that mature profes-
sional compei !icy can be acquired in one short burst of preservice
instruction. It is equally naive to believe competency can be main-
tained for a lifetime without caret Lilly developed continuing education.

As a nation, we have a right to expect professionalism from science
teachers. As professional teachers, we must help other teachers to
achieve their own potential. \X"c must set up systems that not only will
demand but will foster the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of profes-
sional science teachers.



Do We Have the Resoarc,_ Hereto.. :tlew

Teachers Needed for Sa-,00l Sciere;

Gilbert Twiegt
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Cl-rion, Pennsylvania

The capacity of America's colleges and universities to prepare
Hititigh giivilified science teachers to serve the country's schools in the
futtire is in doubt. Cur-ently; however, little information is available
for determining whether they can increase this capacity.

At present, there is a severe shortage of physical science teachers,
in some locations there is in equally serious short:ige of teachers

in other science areas. The school -aged population is about to start a
sustained; steady increase in numbers. During the next ton cats, a
large numner of professors of science education will probably retire.

teacherTliis Will greatly reduce the capacity of teacher education institutions
to train new science teachers.

R me ;illations
) assess the current status of the population of science education

professors in the C.S.; a sill cy should be conducted to determine
I. the average age of professors of science education currently it:tick-

ing in racher education institutions
2. the average amber of years until their planned retire men(

. 'chi', percentage of those who plan to 'change pr ms, by

becOminil, n

availability
l college or public school administrators, for exai\

4. the of time and resources to add to their work Itiad in
training new science teachers

5. the current numbers of science education d,)caorates being pro-
&need, :irid \the availability of time and resources to add to professors
work load in advising new doctoral candidates in science education

6: the percentage of time spent in teaching, research, and inService
activities

7. the pc70cill ige of time spent in teaching courses other than those
in scinec enucation

if the data from such a survey indicate that the population of
science education professors is aging and that product],, F new] doe;

torate:; is insufficient to replace potential losses; then a stimulation of

Q11
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the production of new dint, andidates w(fild he helpful. This
could tike the ,.orrn of fill r. proL,,rams, similar to the National
'1)etense hducar ion ALt . icilOwships sponsored by the federal
government during the en if such.programs %vele not possi-
He. science eduLat ion de !.r menN Of ilLniir universities c9nici use the
data from the study to c; ,ourage more local support lot' new doctor-
ates in science education._

A second study should be conducted to determine the capacity of
teacher edlIC.Iti011 institutions to increase their recruitment of stu-
dentsInd thus their production of science tuaL het s. l lie heads of
science. education departments it Colle,L,CS .111d universities Should he
surveed to ,Pte (mine

I. the size of science methods classes
.2. the average number of secti,), of science methods classes
;: the ability of the institutions increase the size :Ind number of

sections science nlethoLis classes
I. the .ability of the institutions to increase the numbers of student

teachers in science th.lt they accommodate
If the study shows that teacher edu4:ation institutions lick the capac-

ity to exp.Ind the prOdUCtion of n science te-,ichers, then i progron
should he established to help these institutions hid() so. (Iran( pro-_
grams could he established, for example. If the pr-oblem were deemed
serious erumgh. federal grant programs night even help pay salaries..
on .1 temp u..trybasis. for new positions for science educators.

Most Ifiiely, it thedata show .t coming, shortage of science educate,
professors and a lack (if capacity to produce new science teachers, u.
it these dataare widely publicized in Pie educational community,
problem will correct usett. that jobs are as ailable usually
inspirc.:, people to seek the education necessity ortill 'those jobs

ithough the problems cited here ire only potential ones-.3Ik
In finilin,t wit .1 11),W serious they might become could add to the.
s.[;:ntific ilhtcraLk of future ,generations.



Does School Science Tap the Key Resource
Of t!!,0 Elementary Principal?

Kenneth R,'Mechling
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Clarion, Pennsylvania

niter seer:il decades of national effort and the expenditure of

millions of dollars to improve science education, ijhe might legiti-
in:itely ask; -Where did we go wrong? Nobody seems to be bl:iiiiint,
elementary principals for the sorry state of elementary school science.
And rightly so, for the surge of support for science education in the
1960s and 1970 virtually ignored principals. While.a few participated
in the National Sciema; Foundation (NSF) sponsored curriculum
development projects and mservice programs for superviSiity person-
nel, the number was only a tiny fraction of the critical mass requit:

it; latirich i su :essful national effort to improve science education.
Instead; the beiS Were placed on the development of :dphabet-soup
curricula with acronyrr,:; like SAPA, SCIS, and ESS", and on the
retraining of a relatively small percentage of the nation's c;:_..ilittitaty
teachers. Principals were'not even in the race.

Nii dOubts the importanc of teachers or good science curricula:
science learning simply cannot occur without them: But since curricu-
lum improvement has lOng been a responsibility of elementary school
principals; it Is ironic that so little attention has been paid to the key
rime they could play in the improvement of science instriietion. If
ptiricipalS had been in on the action from the beginning; maybe we
wouldn't be in the predicament we are in now:

tho Key
In studies in schools around the United States, NSF researchers

described the role of a typical elementary school -The
principal se r' a unique role of boss; shepherd; counselor, a ndmari-

ager gilled into one. He or she is usually the major factor in the

school's operatiOti . . . 151

ticicnce--A l'rtkess Approa,M.; Science Curricolurn improvement Study; Elemen-

tary School Socnce. 8z
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C. POLITICAL AND P ILL CY CONCERNS

Do We Make School Science Fit the Needs
Of Each Learner?

Walter Smith
University of Kansas
Lawre:tm htnsas

Ciritril-i )( 11(. flit' .rS it Ittdc ), and the

(Him::: rc - i «elci,itiit g. .1 pointf... ' isur h:-,. )()lm Naisbitt 121, the
prc511,inin,int 1 ()Lc iipat in, until the very t \vent;eth centurv,

Limner. Thi n till ii-k1ustri,t11.11-)(ffer cc! '-ed the 1al-Niel:, and \

the cities if 7\ Nti,1.vest: liec,tme industi
ihe farm hrc,irnr mcch.mized. I. ihurer,, much like the machinery they

\\(:n: illtcrill,11114c;11,1e; and their- training needs, tar
\v,ts cull/err:cc!, vere The engineers \\AIN designed

I. turies eded fn-sr -rate training, and t heV i ri\'c'd

HIc (irk,. prirtessiurt.ils
ti,\\e\,er, in [lie 1..t the ,1,-celei,iting ,grirvtll .)f nits r

cirenled \\Nil a decline .n titanic Turin has Iru
(1c11,..11 \Virkc:IN .0-Ica.] (it Liburers as A. Lirgc:,t grim') irt

viirkers just .is Indust! .Iiizatitin cl-Ling,ed nuw high technul-

i.2. And lilt( irt11.1t: tt-c chmL!ing industry. (R ibiits ,sir
Lii-gc..t. ()Cc Llp,Itl(II.:1 rud,11' a protcssinnal

her, engineer, laver, nurse, '.;hr,ti !Lcuiiiitant, social -ker,

,I, ilc\k sr,ipct. rep (..lerg,,,m,in, scientist. The people in rhese
(vs(' rt-iitessinnal, liar tet-iStiC.ti

(t)tir::1()11. I irsr, t I1C Hut Make 'anything th.it they (1() turn
resirtirces laic prirducts); an51 secirihi, then- 1.,1\. nLiterial rs

resirurce.
cHrk is h,iticil (in kriNwldg manytilatiun clearly

iequirc ounpleze rdiic,itun. ;including the sciences, than their
N ,1,..ed. In addition, pe..)ple hudd, irylerate, .11151 repair inf,,r

pr()(cssiirs rubms, sir incre.isinly mirrc technically t:
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Does Science in the Elemental.) School
Facilitate the Goals of Schooling?

.J.;:don Johnson
';orthern Arizona University
Flagstaff Arizona

Suppose primary teachers, parents, and sell°, .Vere

led to_recognize that science activities contribut. ]Inept
if reacting and fh:ttheriLitics skills. Maybe then ould be
found for science activities in the classroom, Suppose the same groups
of people Were It) he e011VIlleed that children could develop reasoning
and thinking skills through science activities. Adding science activities
to the curriculum might then be even easier and more ,ippealing
Suppose teachers hoot administratorsmd parews were !flack)
aware that students Showed more interest in school because of SileeeNI:

NeiCtIC eXperteriCeS. It 111.1,1.4hi thh difficult to keep science :tcrivi-
ties out ot the classroom it we tried!

The aforememi,,Ned proposals can all be sub::tantiated. Reading
readiness :Ind skills do improve with the use ot science activi-
ties. i Develi pinental levels of thinking do progress when science
actiy,itres,ire provicicd for student' Seienee activities c.:111
provide the meaningitH eontext for the development of con.putational
.:tid thinking skills in 12_

imtyrf.-,r in scienc :And in Her .11- of INC curric.
of science aitivitii,. j I ; rlise re 1; ' .

dirccting tINC the cc a towar, these ow
comes. l'hc potential tbr eLcn greait success e...cists, it only efforts
Were 111,Ide ttt Use science ..1Ct !VII Specific,:lly for die realization of
these outcomes.

Past opportunities to promore science activities for develop-
ment of the general goals of education have been overlooked in favor

related t(l SCIeniC content and Science processes. Doing science
II. the purposes of understanding science, of, becoming .1 scientist, and

of understanding what a scientist (Lys I-Lis been emphasized. It ;Jou.
cc 1)/ :7 /)/0'6-pri://( /(1 rctommcnd tlut .1c::0)1 ;'" 11 to ProMolc

rig ( I a for //)c priMat:) 0-01/WE (q ;mini
c,// //J0)' rt,c cr.cmcw,n) 111100/ it'Va. A first step

is to convit-ve teachers, parents. and school administrators of the
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Does St!hooi Science 1,,nhanc,2 Writing Literacy?

Kenneth Frazier
North Olmsted High Nchooi
North Olmsted, Ohio
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paroClItal 11.IS Ltd the Scientific 11(1T,Ii...c. iif :iii

ciiiiii S(11001 1')01')IILII1011: it iS a program that
.

could be iiiklettaken in am school SVSICIll CLISS100111.

Pr()ICCI 1)n)12,1,11fl III which students at
levels of instructitin eii;oige in \vide variety of writing experiences.

It; !Mfg-F.111,0,C .140,11 is to 11.1.VC

;Ind 1) abl to expand those skills tii acceptable perfor-
itianee car eer-relatecl ttelds. Its basic premise is that if stu-

Afents are going II) 1VC11.. IFIC !MIS( 11:1'e cthht>rrunitics iii write
often for varibtis atidiciaceS in a .trietv of academic subjects \Vriting
is taught in each i4rat.le and in each subject. in relationship to potential
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various educational purposes are, required :it least once a week in all
academic areas. Students are encouraged to write with clarity, brevity,
exactness, logic, and with appropriate wit and grace. All teachers in
the school system participate in Project Write. Guidelines for the
prijgram are shared; and inservice training sessions are conducted fill-
the staff. An important point of this program is that each teacher and
administrator is encouraged to believe that he or she can make a real
difference mi helping, to improve students. writing competency.

Among the many different strategies and techniques developed as
p;Ire of this program are lists of writing activities that could be used in
each area of the curriculum: For the science classroom; these activities
are listed in Table 2 (see or. 86-87). Even though this is an extensive
list of activities, Project Wite is open-ended. Many activities involv-
ing a particular set of circumstances at the local level could easily he
incorporated.

Project Write also involves local community members who come
into theclassr, mm to discuss the writing skills needed in various
careers. For Ikample, a local scientist might visit a science classroom
to discuss why a scientist must write with precision and to explain the
differences between scientific writing and other types of writing. The
scientist might also show that writing style depends upon the intended
audience: scientist-to-scientist, scientist-to-public., and scientist-to-
student communications all require different writing skills.

Project Write places strong emphasis on the development of think-
ing, reading, and oral language skills. Its strength also lies in its
applicability at any level in the science curriculum; KI2.

Refi,rences

I A j Educatiml. SCie ii, 2 I iii> ). ji.11. 0. 1082

2 Scullur, j ire.tt S101.%dw.vn Krz,inn 1,-(s)-, September 1982



Does School Science Enhance Language Literacy?

1311),illis Huff

t niversity of Tennessee
!Mum ille, Tennessee

A soCiet that ticre1ItI5 1.1111)1/ teC11/1))/(1: ror it, eCollo1111, .11.1t1 its

stirV VA 1 C.111114 rt .11 tort' to 11.',11Ore NVIL:11Ce aS .1 haS1C. \t't: S 'glut 1,...titt
_

aspect of Hu...sot:lice educator's cask has become convincing the public
and fello%y educators that science is in important part of a basic
program in He elementary schools. 12'

One \V,ry iii 111',...or'p()atc. SCIellCe into the basic elementary school
curriculum is to integrate scientific content and processes into .m
already recognized basic area of the curriculum, lang1.1.VI2C arts

readin . writing. speaking, and listening--through a technique known
.1, the Language i:xperience Approach.

The Language I:xperic nee Approach to teaching the langii-igt .arts
is recognized one among educators. The child experiences,' phenom-
enon or an e lilt, [hell use, language to shale it with others .1114.1 to
reCOrt1 it for his own use at a later time. Studies have sho,.,..n that
students tend to read more quip kly and with more comprehension
%%lien they read material that ( I a part of their baCkgtound. ;it'd (21

k written in a 1.111,T!,11a.12c that the.' understand. Lan:gni:L eXpe,rietiec

proponents say it simply: -What he can say. he can write.. what he can
write. lie tor others; can read.- I 1

Flementary teachers know that young children are m a stage of
tie% clopmcnt Where they need Concrete experiences in order to build

concepts and to form a background for later learning. Children CannOt

understand abstractions until the have a concrete experience base
upon which to build. This is where science tits easily into the language
experience approach to instruction. Young children arc curious by

nature. The activities of science appeal to this curiosity :mil provide
the child with something concrete, stinvalating, and interestnig to talk
;lbotit, read about-, write about; and hear about in order to learn inure.
Through activities that encourage exploration and ex.:ite curiosity. the

child is ' learns ro meet and respond to challenge: When
schools cxili tills type of learning for rote of programmed"
learning: they cut off eflt111./SlaS111 and the desire to learn which should
be a lifelong trait:.

tiv 9a
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HMV (.I(; tire IfilpICInC/11 1,111!_r!UJC, experience

III till' JellICIlf,1,1:y curriculuin The question is easier to answer in
theory 111,111 to put into Lesson development is not
difficult: Preparing teachers becomes the hurdle N) clear. NX'e must
help teachers to realize that si len( e is not a difficult area for them to
teach. must ShCW (111111 that simple, eas-to-Londuct activities such
as planting sc..ds or measuring air and Water temperatures are real
science. and :.1,1t they do not need scietr.ific jargon i r detailed knywl-

to di) tictkitics N.vith children. Scicnic CdtIC.1[01-S MIAS( he willing
to take their time, energy, sled knowledge into the field and work not
only with teachers, but with school administrators: supervisors, and
other area specialists such as yeading specialists Convenient direc-
tions for science activities need to he gathered and or developed and
placed in readily accessible locations afing with the materials needed
for carrying out the activities:

At first, many teachers need much encouragement, but once they
begin to feel secure, most become enthusiastic and excited as their
students. 111Sr_TViCe, college level classes and work.,hops On the Lin-.
guage experience approach are ways teachers can he introduced to and
encouraged to try out the approach: Man% teachers might benefit from

live-ith-kids demonstration or from actually attempting the expe-
rience for thcmselves. (group sessions for developing lesson plans are
also helpful. \Vhatever approach is used, 1t nwsr he done with enthu-
siasm and with the expectation that there will he follow-up in the
classroom.

The Skills needed to translate science activities into language expe-
rience are already used by most elementary teachers: The!,,2 skills
consist Of discussing or questioning what 55' d, :c, then rttiting the
ideas into some written form. A sample ii the language activities
which might evolve from science activity could incitioe

making \k'ord lists of the words used or needed in the activi,:y
writing directions or stories .about what the children did and what

happened, emphasizing a,X1.11%I.Cy se.quence
producing individual booklets which could he used as text or

references by others
The implemenuition of ;i program of Lingm.ige experience -through

science activity CI;CII.KIC neither the basal text nor a sequential
skills development program. It WM11(.1, I 11 1:11j, expand and enrich such
a program by providing tor nitre C:;[CIISIVC and writing expe-
riences, more viral langti:ige; and an increased listening, speak'ng,
reading, and writing vocabulary.

1 tit
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Do We as Science Teathets Influence Political
Or Policy Deci5.:on Making?

Donald NicCurth:
tliversity of Nei
Lincoln, ',;e111 :4

Glenn D. Berkheimer
Michigan State Universit
East Lansing, Michigan

We ;Ire laCtt.1 NA: uh a Challenge to increase both the quality and
quantity of science education in order to help .111 students develop ihe

scientific and literacy they need to be successful in .ind
contribute to our preSent and finure highly technical society. To obtain
sufficient public support to meet this eh:intlige, we must modify our

fundamental ; :r ailment for science educnion to include pocketbOOk

We have a professional responsibility to help the general pub-
lic to realize that -there is economic .irgument for public invest-
ment 111 edliCaliOn in gem:F..11 and for mathematics and science educa-
tion in particular, especially in light Of the country's productivity
decline.- 161 The quality and quantity of education have been imporT

,

tam iii delernlining furore growth. I 31 Pmouctivtiy; empIi,yrnent, and
economic strength are clearly related to the quality (>1 our educational

system. 15.81 The report of the Policy Conference on Economic
irowth and Investment in Education emphasizes education a prin-

cipal La-tor ot production: -Economic growth is generated not only by
re,i-1 capital in the form of tools and machinery, but also by men. And
just as technological improvements increase the efficiency of Machin-

ery: so education ,ncreased the efficiency of manpower: I

Scientists: engineers:. economists. government leaders, and educa-,
tiffs agree that our present level of science and mathematics education
in the United Stites is inadequaw to Meet present and future men yid-

11,11 ,did Si;Lictal needs. -Scientific and technical literacy is ii.crcasingly

necessary in iitir Siiciety, but the number of our young people who
gr-idwIte from high school Lind college with only the triot rudimen-
Litv ilia ions of science, mathemiuics, and technology portends trinible
in the decades .ihead." HI Hurd speaks for ;ill when he warns, A
majority Of high school graduates will become members of the fastest

102 9)
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growing minority group in the U.S., the scientific and technological
illiterate.- Hi

Promoting Public Awan:Press
In the U:S.; the general public usually elects the policymaking

school boards that must agree to significant changes within the
schools. Thus, board members usually reflect the positions, desires,
and demands of the general public. To increase the quality and quan-
tity of science education in the schools to the extent needed; major
policy change within school districts is required. This in turn requires
the sr-pport of the general public:

a The general public must be informed of the severe individual and
societal consequences of madeqtiate science education in a highly
scientific and technological society. They must know that the achieve-
ment level of high school graduates is declining at a time when an
increasing number of jobs require more science and technical knowl-
edge. The general public must understand that there is a direct rela-
tionShip between the amount of education and employment, produc-
tivity; and the standard of living. They should be warned that the U.S.
''stands poised at the brink of an education and manpower training
crisis that will make our emergence as a world scientific and techno-
logical power akin to the maiden voyage of the Titanic.- [6

For education to respond to this crisis, it must have support. Par-
ents, the general priblic, and the young people in our schools all must
assume greater responsibility for developing an adequate science
education:

To promote a broadly based public awareness of the need for ade-
quate science education, we need a national public information cam;..
paign. We must make a convincing case fqs the link between science
education and standard of living; as measured by effective citizenship;
productivity; and employment: We must convince the general public
that science education is essential for all students. We must create an
intense public demand for science courses for all students in grades K
through I

The public information campaign should be solidly based on the
general public perception of the purposes of education:

For over 200 years the central purpose of public education has been to
develop citizens capable of informed and responsible participation in
democratic processes. This purpose implies that certain knowledge;
skills and attitudes are needed by citizens to sustain and improve the
social order. l
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l'ublic education, linked Liirectls- to socict,tl need;, iiiittit I'clIccr societal
rat(' nit societal changes is rapid during sonic periods of

time and reaches plateaus at other times. Out time of rapid
change am.' demands corresponding, intensive action.
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Oyet :Iii past [ ears; NSTA has made a ;ir-ong,etfort nt influ-
6-lie federal lc:gist:16(m ratted to ,ciencc educatibii. NSTA presi-

,ients Donald McCiirdy and Sarah Klein each testified before the
House Committee on Science, Research and lechnologv, the Senate
Committee on Labor and ReSiitirCe., and the Sin :e A ppro-

Commit recc Subcommittee on FILID=liid(pcmicht Agencies.

They ,phkc tin behalf- of the needs of science eLlucatiiiiiand made
rei.ommndations for t'h-at should be accomplished.

This: testimony was ;tided by a newly developed Liar:I-gathering
system which use; a stratified random sample of science and hr,hhc-
mat ics teachers in the L.S., as well as samples of school administra-
tors and placement off icials. The process has produced some startling

findiii s and should be expanded to produce an evoking data basc
tuned to the puls of science cilia-cation. Accessed via computer, it
could provide a broad range of Midi-in:pion oil the health of science

education.
NSTA must continue to extend and enhance it;

on the national and local levels of government. It NSTA d6i.Hops a

reputation for being, accurate, soon be looked upOir iii

appropriate and aumoruative source of information reLitave to s,i

education. Federal agencies and private foundation; 161] UV/ ti `)

information in imiking impoi-tant judgments :Ind Itiriding decision

NSTA alit needs a system for disseminating inforinatiiin about
\\:'ashington's legislative prOCeedings. Because there ;Ire so mangy' com-

mittees and subcommittee; Oil Capitol Hill, the task would be itnpci
Sible for my one person to handle ;done. However, with its sabba-ical
phigt:iiiiNSTA is in a position to obtain relatiVelyIiiw:cost fnan-

power which could be assigned this risponsibilicy. The Asoci,,tion
should investigate a cooperative arrangement wirl other scientific

groups to sliar, this respon;ibllitv and the resulting costs.
NSTA leaders who are interested in wntl iii with their elected

representatives on legislation and policy matters sliiiiild be identified,

and organized into a network zidequ:nly representing.:ill parts of the
Information that NSTA received via the network ci>iilii he Used to
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(11).1.1te 1"c:41011A ).%11 11:111(011.11 (011 i1iiM 1, AWL:MI:4
'LL-I1CC nic.,ins of a nevvslet ter prepared

,trid distributed monthly or qii.irterIV.
vvlio.igrec. to participate in :lie network vvoill(1 Ise assigned

thc resp(msilsilitv tor estal?lishing li,rt,nri w itlr their congressmen nr
approrqr.ttc st.cff Inc:miser in the congressional office; the unique
orT...,,a(11/..ition of ever\ coli1;ression,11 iiftiiC . vvoulcl require some

Iii determine the in(v,t el icient for cli,loochog infor-
mation. Iniporta too staccolcio hr I \;;1,\ iiii 111:11(cis

.1 111c 1 c.IL.11111,t4 iii Not...science Thew.les could be clistrilstuccl iii

,ipprupri.tic. offices through the netvvork. SoutiNSTA could NC' known
f11(1' 111.ijul t(l pre( ()liege NCIulleC CL.111C:III(011.

A plAndHIC ACIIVI1V 101* NSVA in the f (Imre is a congressional fel-
lovvsiiip program, perlhips 1-0,11 futile' el ,i111:1'Ilic one condUCted fly Ilic

)(0(..1(..ty ( INC. t4(tals of the AC:, program arc::
I. to provide ,y1 opportunity for L(tin firsch,lik1 kittivvl-

-cLIgc (he oper,it ions of the ICiZi,iI(iVC Isranc..11 of the federal

_I. to make avail,iNI(. iii thc governmc itt ,Imotint (,I
scientific .ind technical expertise

to broaden the perspective of both the scic mit h.- and g(o. ernmen-
tal communi(.es re,garchn.g INC value of interaction Netween these two
gr),(Irs
ON\ these vvould h,tve Modified S0111C)V11,11 tit nicer
tlic Alccds of IIIC SCICI1C(' Cdi1CAIL(A11 CO1111111111IIV.

const,intly contruntc. ' he people and organization4-
actemptin,L; influenc-c the Llecision-in,(king process. IN' I:\ intit
Find w..,tv iii rn,tke Its voice unique and authoritative. but also join
vvith other ori..;,iniz,ttions SLIpportIlig 1111' Co111111(0111400Ld. Thc pscatci.

the colistitucaicy of Any 07,rour, the gre:licy Hie intlucoc: As
collect cvidcIlec pointing to :I (01 .1(.11(011, 11 be-110 00C.'(

LAS 10 di.LIC ibis infor111,111(011 ).%'1111 IMIC C011c.1,141.1cS ill (abet scientific
uryinczat 1( Ins..

At present. or(!.' ti t:milers in The Congress havc.
back.ground in science \Vc have a big and important job to do. ()vet--
coming congressional nldrfferenCC 0I1 rS PAICC. Id M_ICUICC

Gill 11( it Ni c.isy. The sugges tit ms in this pap/ requicH
it iif vvork and cledicat ton, Ism will 1)s accompli..;11ing'these
riot onlv tor ourselves, or fur the sciunc-c. education community, but for
the cotintry whole
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Primary responsibilities of school science include helping students
understand the results c.i scientific research; assisting them in their
understanding of the interaction, of science and Sii-ciety hairy for

SUCH discoveries; and helping them recognize [lie mutual ihteraCtiiiii,
support, and cOnStr,urits that science and society have upon each
other. But science edUcatiOn IS wrifkited to the classroom: It is also
concerned with interpreting science to the rest of society, and with

helping scientists understand society.
Such a view of science education requires broader goats tor schoOl

sci .maftzing and tinderstJnding science as a means for satisfying
personal needs; considering major societal issues of a given time;
providing career awarsYness over a w !de spectrum of career possi-
bilities: .-

Since science education is itself a scientific discipline, it must have a
base of Scholarship. A new focus on research and development in
science education is iniperative. This r-searcli :and development focus
must respect the scientific constraints while using related
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research findings and procedures. This new research effort Must be
designed to affect public understanding of science as well as public
ability to deal as citizens with matters pertaining to science and
technology.

But new research and development requires more than moneyit
must involve time in people's schedules. Most science education re-
searchers today have a multitude of training responsibilities; service
commitments, and administrative tasks so that they will not be able to
respond adequately to infusion of massive new funds. Nor can the
situation improve with funding for researchers and developers who
are unacquainted with science education or the public needs.



A. A NATIONAL LABORATORY
FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION

A national laboratory for science education is envisioned as an
important solution tit the critical problem associated with Americans'
low level of scientific and technological literacy.. Such a kiboratory
perhaps locate/I in our nation's capitalwould parallel the several
laboratories that exist in the various other fields of pure and applied
science and would establish science education as a legitimate discipline
with specific goals and a definable research base:

Five features of such a national Libor 'tory for science education are
proposed as essential: u K-12 school, think tanks, a development arm,
a research agenda, and a communication network.

I. K-12 School. The national laboratory for science education would
incLude students at a variety of ages and levels. One component would
be a traditional K-12 school with students at a variety of levels of
development, academic potential, and interest in science /technology:
The staff would include some key permanent staff while relying heav-
ily upon rotating staffmany to come from colleges, universities, and
schools on internships or sabbatical leave from their home institu-
tions: This laboratory school would be free of the constraints often
imposed by a host institution. It could seek out students and could
capitalize upon ideas, experiences, and research conducted nationally.
The emphases upon rotating staff, identification of problems, the
infusion of new explanations and new models for testing them would
enable renewal; intellectual vigor; and impact upon science teaching
practices throughout the nation:

The laboratory would not simply concentrate on gifted students or
on those with special interests in science and/or science career aspira-
tions. Science magnet schools are often sini41(. purpose schbols focus-
ing upon enrichment and :icceleration for students already directed to
science and science-related careers: In a sense.; these single-purpose
schools are is detriment to solving the problem of an appropriate
education for all citizens in a scientific/technological society. Children
of all ability levels, iniercsts, and races need to be included in a typical
inix of Americans for the school to work to maximize relevant learn-
ing for all children:

2: Think Tank Opportunities. The laboratory should include groups
that function as think tanks: The laboratory would provide a place for
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thinking, contemplating, and debatiny,r; it could provide a place for
creating coirceptual design studies, as well as for planning tests to
evaluate fleW

2). .1 De! clip iiiciit T hi! natiiiiiai laboratory in science edrica-
tion should have a de-x-'(_111pirrent arm Lis well. As information is pro-

piocorype 1;1:aerials could be deYeloped_for trial in other set -

tiiigs, such as schools; museums; and television. The development arm
could be :in important ingredient as new thCorles for curriculum :Ind
instruction were elOelOped. Such theories aris from observed suc-
cesses; failures, and trials-.

.i. Rc.vearch At, nda . In i wc11-munaged prograM of science edu-
cation research; an essenti: I feature is infrastructure that brings the
products of research to be a on science echaeation policy and practice:
Conversely, this infrastrut tore ensures that the goals of the research

program reflect the inforniation needs of Policymakers and practi-_
dilers. The reasonableness Of a proposal is established on the basis of
need and the quality of the research plaits. The delineation of need for

a program of research inchielts deScriptiiins of the success of past
research efforts, projected knowledge requirements of the field, and a

discussion of isf the products of research. The quality of the
research plan is dcreriiiiikei ;h part by how it minimizes or avoids the

problems of past prograMS1if research with similar goals or adminis-

trative characteristics.
An important contribution to our ilrldertiLinding of the problems of

research planning and evaluation is the description Of the many faces
of social research as described in the National Research Council's

report; The Fedrai Inie St ?new in K no ukdgc r).1 ,roc PlYdn'c my.

13,i I The authors of this repirt redefine research and devi l; Tiller-it as

knowledge production and utilization, and they describe variety of

activities under these two headings: know1c4;L; iJiJodirction research

on problems, the collection of statistics; evaluations of programs, and

demonstration projects :tiding the formation of policy; and k. npukc4,,e_
demonstratibri projects aiding the implementation of

policy, the development of materials related to problems, and efforts
to synthesize, disseminate; or use knowledge iif problems. 131

There are Marry differences among types of research activities

listed; including the specificity Tit practical return expected on 'he
investment in the research and the time frame for the expected prac-
tical return: Thus; what is cianniiiiilCzilled basic research is viewed as

long-range research on problems. BaSie work that investigates the
nature of science learning; for example; will nor==and should not be
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expected toproduce demonstrable _results in the short term. 151
However, the results of other knowledge production activities, such as
research to collect statistics: should be clearb, demonstrable in the
short term:

Another imporfant difft rence in knowledge production activities is
the flinction to be served by the knowledge produced.

Proerdin activities of ter informaTion N) meet rile short-
run; limited; and well specified requirements iq operating prog,rams.

Poiicyorinin,e activities offer information that could help in mak-
ing policy for ii longer period of

Pr(,,21(.' :Lcrivirics offer a deeper understimding of prob-
lems that may help to define policy options, even if no specific prOb-
lem or policy needs were initially in view.

K note./cd,,,,c-budding ;ictiviries enlarge the resources of knowledge
or method. with applications to the understanding of problems, the
forming of policy, or the operation of programs that :ire varied, diffi-
cult to forecast, and typically long run. 1 31

A more thorot.gh :malysis of knowledge production and utilization
activities with respect to science education research could be expected
to inform debates ..lbout the %%due of research; to guide an assessment
of the effectiveness of rist research efforts; Anil to inform thepLin-
ning of research effOrts. The distinctions among research :ictivities
illuminated by this analysts :Wow planners to ask questions such as:
What portion of research should be devoted to knowledge production
and knowledge utilization activities?

To the science educator; the breadth and depth of the documenta-
tion and analysis proposed here for a science education research pro-
gram might seem unnecessarily extensive: for the most part,; science
educators regiird research valuilble and argue
that science education research has had demonstrable effects on reach-
ing practice. Eb"vever, if ;t major program of research is to be insti-
tuted and maintained; the science education community must be pre-
pared to enlist the support of others: We must be ready no counter the
arguments of the critics if educational research in general and of
science education research in particular. The field must be ready to
provide policymakers with the information necessary to justify the
allocation of resources to research and to provide government re-
search managers with specific recommendations; both tor the sub-
stantive research ilgenda and tor the mechanisms by which research
programs can be effectively managed. The attainment of these objec-
tives requires that we be well prepared.
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5. A Communicz.lioni Di is iiiiii,iliufi Linkage or Nciztoa] The re-
sults of the laboratory efforts could be releaSed as notional reports for
others to t se, tis test further, anct to tailor for local needs. The national
laboratory could be used ti.) communicate the outcomes of conferences
and meetings; the results iif research, the products of development;
and the experiences of the staff. StiCh communication would provide

direction for science education while ser-ing :is a direct link between

research and practice.
This ci mmunicatiOn netwo-k might take several forms. As illus-

trated in California; Rc'-gi6ii,i1 7 Ccntcrs could he one link. Cali-

fornia has recently enacted ;in ;tivestment in People Program TO
improve science, mathematics; arid compucer education in grades
K-12.1 21tifiiSt of the money put aside for the program will be used to
set up and run 15 regional teacher education centers; to provide for
staff development, arid tit fdiid exemplary instructional development
projects. In these centers it will be possible to focus on program
objectives that is; how to teach to ObjeCtiVes, with much teacher

sharing of way,.; u overcome problems that arrsc. The,most effective
staff development seems to happen when the inservice program is
shaped by teaching/learning Objectives rather than by professed defi-

ciencies in teacher background, motivation, or other personal charac-
tenSticS. Teachers who see themselves as generally not ready- to
teach science are unlikely ever to feel ready.

Another linkage !-;Stei-i-i could be the establishment of .cc:cricc recuumce

centen. These centers Wiitild be geographically and demographically
distributed in order to Prii.'ide SerViceS to all children, and could be
housed at existing regional facilities such as Cooperative Educational

Services sites, College/university campuses; museums /science centers,

or industrial parkS.
A science resource center would be manned by a permanent staff

large enough to carry out the directives of a science advisory board
composed tsf parents; teacheis, schovl administrators, scientists, and
science educators us well as representatiVeS from industry, business,
and government. The responsibilities of such a board would include

a. clarifying the goals and priorities Of science education among

parents, future employers; school administrators, and teachers 161

b. identifying the programs and teaching methiids, the outcomes of

which are congruent with the goals 161

c recommending services WhiCh would promote the stated goals

d. suggesting and coordinating- evaluations to measure the effect of
specific programs ujward mastery of stated }goals
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e. providing guidelines for a Vigorous, ongoing public relations
priigram

t. identifying and cataloguing available regional science resource
materials t hardware and software)

g. coordinating a mint -grant program to encourage community/
p:irent: teacher initiative in implementing innovative, inquiry-
oriented science projects

The science resource center staff would implement the priorities
and goals of its advisory board through such activities :is

presenting a series of lectures and hands-on science demonstra
tions for parents and children

involving Ciiiiimunity represent;itives in the design, preparation:
and dissemination of haridS:lin inquiry science kits for use by students
at home or :n the classroom

involving regional agencies in the design and construction of
hands -ore conceptual displays in science to be used by community
organizatiiiiiS (Sc' uts or community centers, for example) or by
teachers in the instruction of inquiry-oriented science

providing workshops to prepare parents, senior citizens, and
other interested community members to serve as science resource
aides in the implementation of inquiry-oriented science projects

providing ii-iSeiJce, CliantatiCitia-type :1-iort courses in science for
parents and teachers I 1 l

providing scholarships to encourage attendance by parents and
teachers at state; regional: and -national Conferences for science
educators

a team approach to clissroom research of science

concepts and methodology
providing recognition and reward to teachers, parents, industrial

representatives; science consultants, and lawmakers who have demon-
strated significant leadership in the field of science

coordinating ;i public relations program to publicize goals, :lc-
complishitielik, Clint:erns, and even the ultimate favoring of serendip-
ity of science instruction

A key feature Cif theSe centers would be the nurturance of a cadre of
master te:ichers of science. These teachers would have a special inter-
est and training in the sciences. The group of specialists w,Ould be

detailed to give assistance to the classroom teacher in the planning
and implementation of science study units:

A third pilteritial linkage might be through comprehrnitre CC Ili
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focused on teacher education. \X1e know that school science; more than
any other curricular area, is multidimensional. To be complete; the
science curriculum must emphasize three components: concepts in the

biological; physical; and Earth scienc,:s; Investigative problem solving;
and the interactions of science; technology; and society. Students learn-
ing science must be involved in developing and assimilating science
knowledge in developing process competence, including mathematical
application: and in making value judgments. Teachers must manage a
-,iriety of materials and equipment, often including live specimens

and hazardous chemicals, and must conduct valid demonstrations and -

invc!;tigation, Administrators must give strong support to -ovide

p -ofession1.1 MIR and money in excess of that required in other
programs.

Traditionally; the responsibility hit- implementing and maintaining
this onplex program has rested primarily with individual classroom
icaehers, who have been provided with limited resources and limited
interaction with colleagues working in other science courses or other
levels of science teaching. Even though a support system can be pro-
vided through departmental organization or specialized curriculum
cc rdinaturs, this system has rarely been successful.

A comprehensive center, focused on teacher education; would has e

tkvo main objectives: ( I ) to help schools, through the education of
their instructional, resource, and supervisory personnel, in developing
their capacity for self-improvement in science and mathematics edu-
cation, and 2) to assist the efforts of colleges and universities in
developing, is part of their regular activities; more effective programs
for the preservice and inservice education of science and mathematics
teachers. The residual effects of such comprehensive programs are
worthy of consideration. Although initial objectives will be somewhat
different, it can be expected that a cooperation that did nOt previously
exist will be established between governmental agencies, higher edu-_

cation institutions ( including community colleges); and the public and

private school systems.
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B. CONTRIBUTIONS OF A NATIONAL
LABORATORY IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

A national laboratory in science education could provide i link to
the larger dommunity and to Other professionals ill ecludation. Adult
education could be involved; especially since current research indicates
that such experiences are more successful than school-based ones in

resolving scientific illiteracy. The connection With administration,
currtiulum eNperts, business officiids, he -.11th professionzils., counselors;
and teachers of other disciplines could be studied.

Models of excellence could he defined, developed, publicized, and
packaged for transportation to other settirigS. The ekeitiplary iitua-

be identified; as well as the process involved in trailspiirt:
ing marenaK:iiid apprikiches. Perhaps more than any other, the need
in science education is tilt identification of excellence from a
variety of perspectives, a description of such exemplars, a review of
their development; and a study of the support system necessary to
maintain excellence.

Recognitionr is Otte of the most potent motivators. Recognition of
CNCCIICIliC COUldStiti-uihte use of pro%en techniques and approaches
rather than many ot the other correctives for sc'ience teaching tried
:did tested by NSF between 1955 and 1981, such as the production of

hi'' nir5ts; the isolated improvement of subject matter preparation
miiStly teaelierS as badly as this is needled); or the procurement of
new and more laboratory supplies and equipment.

Establishing a national laboratory for science education is the most
important single action we could take alleViate the problem, of
Americans' low level of scientific and techritiltigiCal
research -conducted in traditional settings and translated in old
will not solve the irfiSt pressing problems in our. time. A perman-ent
national laboratory cOtild pride the prestige; the needed time and
mix of researchers and practitioners; the communication mechanism;
and the person-p,wer to meet the extraordinary challenges of achiev-

ing a well-educated, scientific/technological society today.
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Appendix

NSTA Position Statement on
Science-Technology-Society:
Science Education for the 1980s

Prearribie
Science and technology influence every aspect of our lives. They are central to our

welfare as individuals and to the welfare of our society. All around us are.examples of
the importance_ of science and technology for production of food, water, shelter,
clothing, mediCines, transportation, and various sources of energy. There are an
increasing number _of science- and technology-related societal problems as well as
increasing societal benefits. Science and technology are central to our personal and
cultural welfare-and to many societal problems. We must insure appropriate science
education for all citizens.

However, the quantity and quality of science education for all people are not
commensurate with the status of science and technology in society. When one would
expect budgets, time spent on science-related subjects, and support for science educa-
tion to be increasing, they are decreasing. At the same time these factors are declining,
societal problems continue to require an understanding of science and technology.
The burden of response rests heavily upon the_shoulders of ,d/ persons associated
with science endeavorsscientists, engineers, classroom teachers, other educators,
and school administrators, Many of the problems we face today can be solved only by
persons educated in the ideas and processes of science and technology. A scientific
literacy is basic for living; working, and decision making in the 1980s and beyond.

There is a crisis in science education. The following science-technology-society
problems demand immediate attention:

understanding of science and technology are central to our personal and national
welfare; yet public appreciation of science education has declined;

increasing numbers of individual and societal problems which have an impact on
the quality of life are related to science-generated technology;

as the impact-of science and technology on society has increased, the support for
science education has decreased;

compared to its recent past the United States has fallen behind in the production
of scientific and technological goods and services; and

_women; minorities; and _handicapped:persons are underrepresented in nearly all
professional and technical roles in science and technology.

Declaration
The goal of science education during the 1980s is to develop scientifically literate

individuals who understand how science; technology; and society influence one an-
other and who are able to use this knowledge in their everyday decision making. The
scientifically literate person has a substantial knowledge base of facts, concepts,con-
ceptual networks, and process skills which enable the individual to continue to learn
and think logically. This individual both appreciates the value of science and technol-
ogy, in society and understands their limitations.

The attributes listed below help to describe a scientifically literate person. Each
attribute shonld be thought of as describing a continuum along which the individual
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May progress. Phi pigress of the individuals science 1S.111C-1(1:711 should be equated

with progress along this continuum.
The scientifically and technologically literate person:

uses se ience_xoncepts, iceNs V.IIIICS Waking fcSiptillsiihIc everida y de( 'slops:

understand.; society influences sciencc and technology 4, well as how science

and technology influence society;
under-.i.nids .aiciety controls science and technology through the allocatiiiii of

resources,
recognizes the limitatiol:s as well as the usefulness of SC:lent:C.! .111d ICCIIIItdt)I.;y iii

.1,1V:111011y, 1111111.01 WelI,Ife;

kIll)WS flit major concepts, hypothesesind theories of science ,md is able to use

them-,
appreciates SLICIILC .1111 te.hnoliii iiir the intcllienLil siinwlu, the provide;
underst.mds that the generation of sc iemilic knowledge depends upon the inquiry

process ,incl upon conceptual theories.
distinguishes between scientific evidence and personal
recogni4cs the origin of scienecand understands that scierititic knowledge is

tentative and s111))CI to change is evidence accumulates;
understands the applications ut technology and the clecisii ins in the use

has sut_ticlt:11( know ledge Intl experience to appreciate Ihc \sof-tintless of rese.ir,..11

duld technolog4,11,1evelopment:.
his a iii her and inure CNCI(111,4 %ACV: lit Ilic Wi >rid as .1 result of science dlICilIii)11;

uui
know, ft:11.11)1C Souris, of sCICIIIIIIC ttil ICLIII1,71U141L.11 IIIIi/r111,1I1(111 anti uses dleSe

s 111'1 Cs in the process of drei,ion 111,4:Illy,

Recommendations for K - 1 2 Grade Levels

Elenietnart .%c heal .SCIL iIL

SC Intel SI )(mid hi an IIIICgr.il part ill the elementary school program. It
1.1,C.1 iii IllIgr,IIC, reinforce, anclenhance the other basic curricular aras so as tie make

learning more meaningful It chilCdren.

A Cart planned anti articulateci elem.encary, science curriculum -Would pros ide

duly topp,,rittnittcstta the sequential deve/opment ut h.islt-thySIC,11
)1ICCrts, the disclop h yin of science process and 111111111'y Skills.
Elementary science should pr( opportunates for nurturing natural

curiosity. This helps them in clet:Inp confidence to question and Seek based

upon evidenee an-ilk-WC:pendent thi-Jking. Children should be given an opportuni4 iii

explore and navestigatetheir world wile, a hancison approach, with instructional

niaterials r,Ithly available.
The bicus of the cicmcntdry sCillee program shoulil he on children

understanding of. an interest in, and ni ,Ippl-et. 1,1(1011 of the %vorld iii v..luch till y lice:

I In:ld Si/dint! Nt-ictice
the tith.ltlie /1/1/11/1" high ',thou! silence curriculum shoulcl be ciesignecl aiCi1111111i),

date the iii I .111,I learning Style ()I (Ile .1LildeSCCM. 1tu.Iiiii should be provided

with daily opportunities, to explore sCICIICC chrough re.iding. discussion. ,.ind thrill
learning experiences Iii [Ile CiasSfc();11. Ltboratory....nhl

Middle junior high school science S1111111d contribute to the cieyelopment of scientif-

ically literate persons and mu :imply prepare chem for the ClexI SCICIltrt Cyl1N.
N-,itional studies have shown that 4)fiti (11'1.l-tile / Sehool scienc -is designed

to prCpa re students for high school biology with no emph,isis on physical science. In

add.1111q1; siudics show Chat fewer than uric half Of the jiiriiiir high students Y.,'it"g (It"
high take elieinistry and physics. Then:titre, it IS IIIIpt/1IIVC Ihdi di/ hiiit
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thrust III middle 111111Or high st:11110: iow.ird the ph,sli.11.11hi
Jliddle junior high school students should continue n, develop science riroest,

,kill, content. Middle junior high school science should emphasize the app/i/..f-
ariit it both skills ,old to the purs011.11 enable
stlideON. tiabegin. examining societal issues that have .1 scientific ,id technological
basis. \fiddle 11.11111/r 111.,,h !Iced ((appi; !MI IIIy hive ,mil
Ater their instruction ru Insue the lasting value of the experieike.

The high ,:hold sic nil should enable ',mounts to turther develop :heir
selentIfIC .111,1 literacy. Courses mirorporating Well-designud laboratory
and held stork help io meet the, need.

A balanced core itf t years of silence should be required lit all students, consisting
t ylle y1'.11" of life science and year of physical science'7-both taught in a St lelli:e-

redlnuhigy-Siiiicty_CiiilteNt. The Colli'ss should pint ide ',indents with opportunities to
develop skills in idermlying science-based societal problem,-; and in making decisions
about their resolution..

student, interested in exploring or preparing for careers in science, engineering, or
teL finical fields should have the opportunity to take additionaLlast.ipline-based courses
in advanced biology, chemistry, physics, and Earth stlepicS. These Ciii,11'Scs ShnlIM lie
planned .111d scLilletRed to (Au aay.urt,l e ul the stlidellts it-Kteasing command or
mathematics.

TIUIC Ii tc 11C,' ii .nntRi
i.ower elementary level (grades a minimum of I hours week of science

-,-..should he required.
l'p elementary level grails minimum of 2 hum., week of 'science

should be required.
Middle junior high sehoiil level igrades .1 minimum ut I hour day tor at

least 2 full years ut science shutild he required of siudents._
Senior high school level igradcs 10-1 2i: a minimum lit 1 him! per day her 2 hill

science should be required The courses should represent a balance of physical
and lite sciences.

Illph,11 I 1 , 1 al/ ilu.1C W I
In cleinemary, middle, J111-11iir, senior high school grades, st.IL'ilic eauiatnut

pis 4r.iIn should pros ide h.i,ic Loikepts for 111 students ()pportunities should he
available tor students %%aril diverse interests and ,onimitments, including siudents
with exceptional Illrertsts MIL! t.tlrnts in science.

mpiut II //cm. r cdf,,,ilion fir the ,f1:11! rat/

Sill(ik, nlid pruciar eauiatiun,tl iippiirttilliliN in sLicilye for 111 the adult
population 111 their community.

(alleges. 1.1111verSiiieS, and emphasis on
sL cdtitai ion for adidis through leciares and .cifitiairs.

Ile inyortant contributions if nut-it-school education programs such as mu-
SCUMS, TV, planetariums, and zoos should he recognized and utilized by all those
involved.

Fist filla 1 I Pol.11 cb,pwclif 1,1c)1C(' lcathcri futcrf
,f,porfliwtic

Colleges, universines,and oilier agencies should develop teacher education and
inscrvice education programs that are consistent With this policy statement.

SehoOl districts Should provide ,,prortunitis, encouragement, and recognition
for teachers who maintain a high level of professional CM11pllICC.
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.rd I:,
Elementary Ldina.itni-' and ti:d aiirt inr, ,/1(1111J rr,:s the dek-lopinen: ut

intlniry skills
Middle high 1:Iburatory And field ...ctivules should stir the

Joieatinn and xrenstnn It imintry nf obtaining kmiwledg a,1
te,olving pfliblln;.

Hih ,ghoul le% el lalN)ratnry anal laeld enirlan.ate lint only the
acquisitinn lit kilnytc...-11;,-.; but aisn problem s(dving ancl tleeitiiiiii inaking.

irtt1 ruction 1/1.1:11%, /t!I ,.q.,//titt p1,11/4..et.

c Iorm:c ,

Stilt), )I, Itould prTvidu tI)Ik'Lt I vui, iwItent, strategies that are

apprnpriate ti, the (,1 phystc..ml dt

Varying strad4;les and rnaterials sh,aild he rn,vided adall;:rades

'iii d:lits with lels nt learning skills and iiiental devlnpnint.

Liu /ill i;i r,(1 I'Ll.11Cii 1,1 %(l Ile,

Vie' Ir ry ICVI: a 1111r,l't I WY (It '1 pC (tilt 111 stunt, in,trmmtliun should bc

lire it I rnwar.! selenie-rida:ed si Alt! E.11
M idtIIc loni,/ high .alias ,l level; a minimum ni I' portent inie instrtioi,m

sh. add he d ft'd IM'trd issuts.
Senior high sLhnol level: a minimum lit pen.eni i,t stdem inatruLtinn

be ted tokard suet-ILL.-related sntatal issues

7.4 l'ournet,t 11,0, 11.11
1 1)Irc,1In

.1)1




